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Abstract
ABSTRACT
A SYSTEMIC METIIODOII,O. Y FOR PLANNING AND DEVELOPING
COMPUTERIZED BUSINESS INFORMATION SYSTEM
Since mid 70's, a well collection of Computerized Business
Information Systems (CBISs) has become crucial for an
organization to survive and be outstanding from its competitors.
Besides man money, material, and machine, information becomes
another important key to success and powerful weapon for modern
organizations to deal with the highly competitive world.
To develop a group of efficient and effective CBISs for an
organization information systems planning has been proven as the
best strategy. That is why strategic planning has been regarding
as one of the top ten key issues in information systems
management in 80's and would be so even in 90'sTo contribute
more experience on developing efficient and effective CBISs, a
esearch which is aimed at finding out a cost-effective
methodology for helping information analyst to improve their
CBISs planning and development control was established.
A CBISs planning and development control methodology for an
organization can be viewed as a human activity system (HAS), more
specifically, a HAS is close to the soft end of system spectrum
Systems on such end usually contains unclear objectives,
qualitative measure of performance and ill-defined problems.
Hence, in order to highlight more valuable research directions, a
soft system problem solving methodology proposed, by Check 1and was
adopted as the research methodology.
In the thesis, a brief literature review on the existing
approaches for total CBIS planning and development control is
first introduced. After that, a new planning methodology, which,
gives concrete directions for an organisation to move its current
CBIS from one state to another in compatible with the changing
technologies and organization needs, is proposed and compared
with the existing approaches. And then, two planning tools: one
for setting relevant long-range CBIS objectives, and one for
selecting CBIS technology achievement target are developed to
facilitate the implementation of the designed new methodology.
Finally, experiments on two selected processes of activities
advocated in the new methodology are performed to illustrate the
actual usage of them. From the usage, positive or negative
comments on the methodology is concluded in the final chapter of
this thesis.
The contribution of the research is muIti-faceted. It is
an oth er practica1 and su c c e s s fu1 experien ce on uti1ising
Check land'1 s soft system problem solving methodology on performing
academic research. It is believed that this research has given
certain degree of learning and even improvement on the basic
philosophy of CBIS planning and development control, though the
actual usage of the new methodology is still in an immature ants
experimental stage. Another important output from this research
is the effective guidance for defining the necessary information
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Background of the Research
CHAPTER I
BACKGROUND OK THE RESEARCH
1.1 THE DEFINITION OF CBIS
Through out the research, the term Computerized Business
Information System (OBIS) specifically represents a rational
collection of interrelated computer-based information systems
which are aimed at satisfying the information and computing needs
for the whole organisation. A definition that can clearly
distinguish this term from other information system concepts is
discus s ed as fo11ows:
The definition of an Information System which is well-defined
by Mason and Midstroff(Mason Midstroff 1973) as:
They advocated that an information system is mainly a combination
of evidence gathering, handling and presenting activities for
supporting people to solve their problems more confidently. From
this concept, one may infer a simple CBIS definition as.
However, with the so far evolution of user demand (Yau Chan
1987) and applied information technology on CBIS, a new
definition of CBIS should be derived to describe its essential
evolution of CBIS, routing from the trend of DP, Mid S, DSS and
IMS, together with an extrapolation of the evolution of user-
demand and applied information technology on CBIS, a new
definition is advocated as foilow:
From the above definition, several important features of CBIS can
be traced out. (a) Elements of CBIS should be combined in an
optimal state to balance the system effectiveness and costs. (b)
The common information elements bases (e.g. Database, Model-base
and generalised software tools) should be designed at an optimal
point where system and organisation integrity and performance
should be maximised while system duplications are minimised. (c)
Computer facilities are the indispensable elements of the CBIS.
(d) Emphasis is given also on the. management of data., further
handling of information, maintaining formal communication
channels and providing end-user computing supports in addition to
area is expanded into wider and wider scope and attempts to cover
all levels of organizational functions.
1.2 THE BASIC ARCHITECTURE OF CONTEMPORARY CBIS
The basic architecture of a typical CBIS at most consists of
three main types of information subsystems, as shown in Figure
1.1, and a collection of common element bases. The three main
types of information subsystems are: Data capturing and
processing systems (DCPSs), Management information systems (MISs)
and External reporting systems (ERSs). Within the type of MISs,
it can further divided into three types of subsystem: Management
reporting systems (MESs), Decision support systems (DSSs) and
Expert systems (ESs). The typical common element bases are the
database, model—base, common software tools, common input forms
and report formats, and knowledge base.















COMMON ELEMENT BASES MANAGEMENT SYSTEMS
COMMON ELEMENT BASES
. Database. Model-base. Commonsoftware tools
. Commoninput forms report formats, Knowledge-base
HUMAN INTERACTIONS
Figure 1.1 Basic architecture of contemporary CBIS
Ail including subsystems are linked and communicate with each
other in three main dimensions through the optimised common
element bases and human interactions. The bases may be physically
stored in a centralised or distributed environment. The three
dimensions, as shown in Figure 1.2, are: cross-organisation
functions, cross-management levels, and cross-time horizon.
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1.3 MISSION OF THE RESEARCH
The basic aim of the research was to study out a
cost-effective way to develop CBIS as defined above for an
organization. The CBIS so developed is expected to increase the
overall organization performance and be helpful for management
making effective decisions. However, it was found that the key
issue for developing successful CBIS is the effective planning
and development control for it. Indeed, as the so far expansion
of user demand on CBIS(Yau Chan 1987) and its increased
importance to the performance of the whole organisation, it
really needs a formal and cost-effective process to direct
information executives to improve their CBIS planning and
development control. As the result, the mission of the research
is estab1ished as foilow:
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(1) To find out a COST-EFFECTIVE methodology for helping
information executives to IMPROVE the effectiveness of
their CBI S planning and development control activities.
(2) To study where the computer technology can be helpful and
feasible to increase the cost-effectiveness of the
designed methodology.
It is important to know that this research is aimed at
obtaining certain learning and constructive improvement on the
CBIS planning and development control activities rather than to
find out an optimal answer or solution for this kind of
activities.
1.4 RESEARCH RATIONALE
The research with the aims described above is justifiable to
be conducted in view of the following hot discussion topics in
recent years related to: the importance of CBIS for a modern
organization, the merits of CBIS planning and development
control, the top key issues in Information, systems management for
information executives in 80's, the deficiencies of existing ISP
researches, and the common difficulties of applying ISP in modern
Business organisations are recognised as facing a complex.,
highly competitive and rapid changing environment. In order to
keep an organisation survival and steadily achieve Its goals, a
nervous system that can quickly reflect the changing of
external environment and internal malfunctions is extremely
essential. A we11-control led nervous system can facilitate both
business functions. The Information and communication system
which is functioned as a nervous system for an organisation has
therefore become one of the three basic indispensable components
of a business organisation besides the operations system and the
management system(Burch Strata 1985). Data, information and
world-wide communication ability has become another category of
valuable resources for an organisation in addition to man, money,
machine and materials. An effective CB1S can now actually be a
powerful competitive weapon( Ives 1984, Parsoris 1983) to deal with
this challenging world.
1.4.2 The Merits of C8I5 Planning and Development Control
The planning of CBIS and development control is increase ngly
crucial to an organisation's success as it can integrate and
facilitate: the execution of corporate strategies, the
development of information systems, the building of information
resources, and the usage of rapid changing information
technologies. The merits for a company to perform CBIS planning
and development control can be summarised as follows:
Through planning, information executives should be obliged to
identify the opportunities to shift the costperformance
relationship of CBIS with the most up-to-date hardware, software,
processing and data communication technologies. In fact, it has
nearly become the custom that information executives and
designers are inevitable to keep up their CBIS with the latest
technology(Abbatt 1981). Effective planning and development
control can prevent the company from falling into the trap of
rapid changing technology. Such as the common one that many
aspects of the CBIS are incompatible with the corporate
requirements, though all their component systems are implemented
with the latest hardware and software technology. Moreover, It
can also reduce the information technology application time-lag
when an organisation can estimate the future available technology
and. plan ahead the suitable utilisation of the new invented
technology for its CBIS.
Faster reaction to the system services demand shit t
Forecasts, predictions and projections are ever closely tied
with planning. That forces the information executives to give
more effort to realise the possible and anticipated system
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environment changes within the planning horizon. Therefore, the
necessary system reactions can be early planned, implemented and
be available on time to deal with the everchanging needs.
The required long training cycle for effective EDP managers,
project leaders, analysts and programmers, the competition of
system capacity with on-going normal operations, and the
competition of budgeted funds with other investment opportunities
for a company has significantly restrained smooth CBIS
development. Effective planning can facilitate earlier
information system development resources preparation actions to
code with the planned system development actions. An earlier-
preparation of additional information resources and system
capacity can balance the increasing demand on CBIS.
Easier coordination of system integration and growth
As all CBIS component systems development are directed under
a master blueprint which is built after recognising the necessary
interdependency and coordination between different components as
well as the possible future addition of new requirements. The
chances of redesigning and reprogramming the incompatibility
between different system units and packages as well as the
complete system revision to accommodate new requirements can be
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minimized. The integration of system at the conceptual stage is
easier to be manipulated and modified by the information
executives before it is actually implemented.
One of the important aims of CBIS planning and development
control is to integrate corporate, business or functional
strategies with the required information systems development. For
instance, the development or upgrading of the financial
management supporting systems is linked with the functional
strategy of cutting' down the x financial charges, which is in
response to the cutting of corporate administration expenses as
to achieve the 25% profit increase objective of the
organisation. With the effective CBIS planning and development
control, use of Information resources, information technology and
system capacity can be concentrated on accelerating the execution
of organization strategies. In fact, matching CBIS effort to
corporate goal and strategy requirements and how to' fit CBIS
into the larger business picture by helping companies develop and
implement strategic responses to the highly competitive business
climate of the 1980s (Stnart 1986) are the main issue of CBIS
The merits discussed above are also the basic objectives of
implementing CBIS planning and development control.
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The rationale of the research can well be reflected from
Wetherbe's report(Wetherbe 1987) on the De1phi study of key
issues in information systems management at 1986. Improving
information system planning is the top key issue selected by 96%
of the information executive respondents. Not only at 1986, the
strategic planning has been at the top of key information systems
issues since 1980 as reported in a number of this kind of
studies(Dickson 1984, Hartog 1936) and is predicted by Wetherbe
as still the top key issue in next 3 to 5 years(Wetherbe 1987).
Indeed, this field, is still very new but evolves fast and needs
to spend more effort on improving it. CBIS strategic planning
today has not yet reached its maturity but at roughly the same
stage of development as corporate strategic planning was in
1,4.4 The Deficiencies and Need for Further Improvement of ISP
Since late 70's, a number of researches have been done on
ISP, such as Bowman, Davis and Wetherbe developed three-stage
model of information system planning(Bowman Davis 1983),
Highsmith's structured systems pianning(Highsmith 1987) and those
critical ones as outlined by Boynton(BoynLon 19b).
The outlined ISP researches has actually contributed a lot
on: the improvement of CBI.S planning, especially on dealing; with
the difficulties of linking IS strategic plan to business plan;
the easily obsolete planning due to rapid changing business
environment and accelerated technological oh
reliable methods. However, there are still a number of explicit
and implicit deficiencies in ISP researches and worth giving
further effort on this field. The explicit research directions
such as the two advocated by Boynton(Boynton 1987):
(1) developing formalised methodologies and procedures for
managing and executing IS planning efforts
(2) identifying how IS strategies and action plans will be
shaped
and other research directions highlighted in this research are
worth to be tackled.
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1,4.5 The Common Symptoms of Applying ISP In Modern Organizations
Though, the field of CBIS planning has evolved fast, since its
emergence, the same fast evolution of (1) user demand on CBIS(Yau
Chan 1987), (2) information technology (such as the emergence
of data communication, computer network, artificial intelligence,
expert systems, and powerful micro-computers etc.), (3) system
development practice (such as the emergence of information
analysts, 4GL, end-user computing, database oriented system
development approach and automation of system bui ldi.ng( Terchroew
Sayani 1971) etc.), (4) information systems trend towards
distributed systems, greater user involvement, on-line systems
and database driven systems have contributed more unsolved
difficulties for effective CBIS planning and development control,
such as:
(1) The measurement of system success criteria concerns also
the optimal system and organisation performance. This
implies that not only more well and pre-defined system
global settings are required to coordinate and monitor
the component systems development, but equal effort are
requested for proper evaluation of the possible
sacrifices on global system settings, other related local
settings, and system duplications. The sacrifices are to
maintain inevitable and beneficial specific local
subsystems requirements (e. g. privacy) during the 
planning and deve 1o pment control process . The existing 
approaches seem weak and negligence in this aspect;
(2) The larger and larger scope of CBIS deve1oprnent makes the
inevitably delegation of component system objective 
planning, analysis and design to subproject teams or even 
to end-users. Information exeo\11ive a1ways fo5and the 
great deviation between subsystem development and total 
system plan when the subsystem project was finished. It 
is still hard to monitor or consult, the systems
development performed by end-user, even though
sophisticated planning methodology ( e. g. 1BM* s BS1.J, CSFs )
was in use as go1den gui de1in e,
(3) Existing methodologies are usually hard to be understood 
and time-consuming on implementation. That makes many 
scared information executives prefer to slip back to the 
ad-hoc approach for their future systems development. 
That"s why IS planning has been being the toppest issue 
of information system management for the recent years.
Though only three unsolved difficulties are stated in the 
above discussion, it is enough to indicate and conclude that CBIS 
planning and development control today is- still a problematic 
area that needs further improvements on it.
i
1.5 ADOPTED RESEARCH METHODOLOGY
The methodology used in this research is basically fellow a
sot t system problem-solving methodology proposed by P. B.
Check1and(Check1and 1972).
1.5.1 Main Philosophy of the Research Methodology
This methodology was claimed to be effective on analysing and
designing soft systems in which objectives are hard to be clearly
defined (can't easily be expressed in quantitative terms),
decision process is uncertain, measure of performance is
problems are ill-defined.(Checkland 1972). The main idea of
Checkland's methodology is to think out a conceptual model in
system terms with a minimum set of necessary activities, and then
compare it with a rich picture of the real problem situation, so
as to identify what necessary and feasible actions should be done
to make certain degree of improvement on it. Check land's soft
system methodology takes the paradigm of learning rather than
optimization, as ill-defined (soft) problems are hard bo obtain
right or optirnised answers but to gain certain 1 earn ing arid
improvement on thern( Wi Is on 1980). When using the method ol ogy,
emphasis will not only be given on studying how to solve the
problems but more important is on finding out what problems
should be solved first, and then thinking out a minimum set of
activities that should be done on .improving the problem
situation. In other words, before starting to solve any problem
within the problem area, an overall design of a series of actions
that should be done to improve the problem situation is
conducted. A summary of the original methodology is depicted in
chapter 2 section 2.2.2.
1.5.2 Adoption Rationale
When the mission of the research was defined, the next
question is what are the main problems that should be solved in
order to arrive the mission. In fact, from the discussion in
section 1.4.4 and 1.4.5, it was discovered that the facing
problems of CBIS planning and development control are rather-
closed to the soft end of the problem spectrum where problems:
(1) cannot be easily solved with existing specific theory or
technique, or by choosing one between alternatives, but
onlv can' be solved with a minimum set of necessary
activities that should be done on them.
(2) is uneconomical to obtain OPTIMAL solutions but can only
gain certain level of IMPROVEMENT and LEARNING on them.
Though information systems planning is the top key issue in
information systems management in 8CL s and this research field is
still new, it is hard to clearly identify contributable research
directions. Therefore, in order to structure out the valuable
research directions, a soft system methodology which have proved
to be effective on solving unstructured problems and unveiling
concealed problems is adopted rather than the traditional
scientific research one.
CHAPTER II
REVIEW OF -PRESENT CBIS PLANNING AMD 
DEVELOPMENT CONTROL SITUATION
2.1 A WIDER VIEW
CBIS planning and development- control is inanity the
management level activities of a long-range CBIS building 
process. In managing the complete building process of CBIS, 
different organisations tend to fellow their own guides and 
different researchers like to advocate their own versions of 
approach and methodology. A critical review of the necessary 
steps for a complete CBIS building process is also discussed m  
this literature review section in order to facilitate a mors 
complete understanding of the CBIS planning and development 
control situation.
2.1.1 The Complete Process of CBIS Building
Though different approaches and methodologies may be applied 
on implemenating the complete process of CBIS building, it can 
roughly be concluded Into three 1ayers of activities :
The T o t a l  S y s t e m  F o r m u l a t i n g  A c t i v i t i e s  ( T S F A )
The main purpose of this stage is to integrate and 
co-ordinate a number of decomposed subsystems which were 
developed or would be developed , so that a well-connected CBIS 




subsystems are defined or modified to meet the gobal system
requirements, standards, and make rooms for addition of new
requirernents. Moreover, specia1 s ys tem features. teohno1ogies are
also specified and the allocation of system development and
system effort are determined.
The major approaches, methodologies, models and planning
tools that are commonly used for this layer's activities are
discussed in later section of this chapter.
The main purpose of this stage is to select, integrate,
coordinate andor control a number of decomposed subsystems
development projects. The main activities in this stage are to
plan and control the resources (time, personnel, and development
tools) allocations for and to schedule a number of sub-projects
of the overall development project andor for a number of tasks
of each sub-project.
The major approaches and techniques that are commonly used
for this layer's activities include (Lackman 1987, Roman 1988):
For project selection.
, Top-Down Y5 Grass Roots selection approach
, Conscious vs Ad hoc selection approach
, Project selection tor lis I a
. Peer review
. Project scoring sheets
. Adversary Proceedings
For project planning and control.
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. isork breakdown structure
. Gantt chart
. PERTCPU approaches
, Project budgeting controls
. Husan resources siatri:
. Project management information system




A Two-Phased Outcome Evaluation Audit mods
The Decomposed Subsystems Development Life Cycles (SBLC)
A number of development cycles are repeated for the
subsystems which are required to form the total system. The
purpose of this development stage is to analyse, design, and
implement subsystems according to a preset priority or in an
ad-hoc order. Different subsystem development may request
different approaches, technologies and tools to be applied on
various phases of their development cycles, such as those listed
below:
For System Development lite Cycle.
, Systematic approach
, Structured approach(Douglas 197)
. Systems approach(Jenkins 1972)
. Prototyping approach(Salens 1937)
For Users involvement,
, Contingency approach(Schonberqer 19310
. Steering comeitteeDrury 1984)
For System requirements analysis, design and specification.
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Information Engineering(Connor 1935}
Data Base approach{Steel Heerssan 1986)
Information Analysis approach(King and CI si and 1975)
Structured analysis and design technique iSADT) (Boughs 1977)
Structured Requirements Definition; Barnier-Qrr Diaqrais(Orr 1977)










The structure of the complete CBIS building process, see
Figure 2.1, can be depicted as three hierarchies for the three
activities 1ayers:
The highest hierarchy is the total system formulating layer
which are normally responsible by a steering committee (which may
include top-executives from different functional units, business
systems planners, information analysts and computer system
analysts). The output from this layer is significant for
governing, guiding, standardising and co-ordinating a set of
subsystem development, The steering committee is usually required
to co-operate with the project managers for the progress of their
activities and submit their total system architecture for
top-management approval.
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The second hierarchy is the projects management layer which
is usually responsible by project managers. The project managers
perform the direct planning and control. of the subsystem
development. They are usually required to report to the
top-management of the organisation for the current progress of
the system development.
The lowest hierarchy is the subsystem development layer which
is responsible by a number of project teams usually grouped from
systems analysts, programmers, and user representatives. Each
team work is usually governed under project leader(s). Project
leaders are required to report to the prujeoU manager for one
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current status of the subsystem development tasks. During the
subsystem development, references are always made to the total
system plan and settings except that the total system formulation
is under the Ad-hoc Approach which will be discussed in next
section.
A number of conflicts can be found within the structure of
the development process as shown by those crosses (X)
in Figure 2.1. There always exists some conflicts between the
steering committee and the subsystem development teams where the
former insists the ideal settings while the latter blames the
unreality of those settings. The conflict between different
subsystem development teams is that the delay of one subsystem
work may affect the others and they compete for priority and more
usage of limited resources. The conflict between project
managers, project leaders and the steering committee as well as
that between project leaders and teams is also obvious. One side
wants very much to finish the development targets on time while
the other side is always forced to delay their works due to a
number of uncertainties. There are, of course, some traditional
conflicts between system developers and the system users such as
the common mutual misunderstanding between them due to
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2.2 EXISTING TOTAL SYSTEM FORMULATING APPROACHES
There are several existing approaches that can be selected to
implement the total system formulating activities. Each
approach has its own characteristics that may be suitable for a
specific organisation or subsystem environment. Here, a critical
review of existing total system formulating activities from
Ad-hoc Approach, to System Approach and then Information System
Planning Approach, is presented for a better understanding of the
present total CBIS blueprint formulation situation.
2.2.1 Ad-hoc Approach
Initially, the subsystems of the CBIS are developed
independently at a building at request setting. As management
demands a more complex and integrated CBIS, steps to integrate
and enhance the subsystems could be designed and undertaken. The
advantage of this approach is that the total CBIS are developed
in a systematic manner based on the expressed needs of management
users. However, the subsystems are designed without an overall-
view of the total system, that is no basis and necessary
standardization for incorporating as the system evolves. It might
be too late to go back to revise those fully developed
subsystems; if not too late, it is usually costly because it is
time-consuming and much modification effort are requested.
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rhe proponents of this approach usually suggested the
following steps to be complied during the development of each
decomposed system component.
PROBLEM INVESTIGATION







The special features of this approach are simple and
straightforward. Therefore it is much suitable for utilizing it
to develop those independent operational data processing
subsystems where users' requirement can be easily defined, system
activities are much unaffected by the changing of its environment
and optimal total system effort is not emphasized by the
PrEsent Situation
Since the Ad-hoc approach emphasizes on existing management
procedure and practice, and few consideration on future system
changes, integration and improvement, the real danger is that the
new system will mirror those procedures and the information flows
which accompany them and hard to be coordinate arid integrate into
a system as a whole. In this situation, the system innovation
process is haphazard. This can make it more difficult to add new
requirements to the existing CBIS.
2,2,2 Systems Approach
As contra, to the Ad-hoc Approach where the subsystems are
studied, and built separately and. with the later putting of them
together into the whole, a new approach was emerged at early
7Of s. This approach emphasises that this kind of putting may not
be possible and that the correct starting point should be the
view of the total system before substantive system buildings.
Proponents of this approach points out that the whole system is
not just the sum of the separate parts, but the system can be
developed only as a totality.
With this approach, CBIS development starts from recognising
the overall objective and environment of the organisation.
Beginning from the topest-level, a model of information flow
within the organization is then constructed and followed to
design an total CBIS framework. Afterwards, the whole framework
will be broken down into interacting subsystems according to the
model of information flow. Each subsystem will be built on the
basis of a negotiated priority order. Subsystems with the highest
priority are developed first, and. they are designed to be
compatible with the total system.
The main benefit of this approach is clear as discussed by
Jenkins(Jenkins 1972), that it affords an opportunity to stand
back, take a good look at the system and to start formulating new
objectives. However, the main weakness of this approach is that
the total system view are rather restrict to the current
requirements of system activities and environment setting, but
consideration of the future potential system growth is limited.
One group of proponents of this approach usually suggested
the following steps to be complied during the development of
information system as proposed by Jenkins(Jenkins 1972)
1. SYSTEH ANALYSIS
1.1 Recognition and formulation of the probies
1.2 Organization of the systems project
1.3 Definition of the systes
1.4 Definition of the wider systes
1.5 Definition of the objectives of the wider syste®
1.6 Definition of the objectives ot the systes being studied
1.7 Definition of the overall econoaic criterion
1.8 Information and data collection
2. SYSTEH DESIGN (OR SYNTHESIS)
2.1 Forecasting of future deaand on the systei
2.2 Model building and siiu!ation
2.3 Systes optimization
2.4 Systes control design
2.5 Systes reliability evaluation
Present Situation
3. IMPLEMENTATION
3,1 Documentation and caution approval





The special feature of this approach are that it suggests to
give a wider view of the system rather just the system itself.
Therefore it is much suitable for utilizing it to develop those
integrated structured managerial activities support oriented
activities and objectives are closely related to the changing of
its environment but can still be clearly defined.
Another group of proponents of this approach usually
suggested the following stages to be iterated during the
development of the information system as mainly proposed by
Checkland(Check 1 and 1972):
1, FINDING OUT STAGE
1.1 Collecting symptoms on the problematic situation
1.2 Expressing the problematic situation in ncn picture
1.2.1 Identify the structure, existing process and conflicts among then
1.2.2 Identity possible systes problems
2. SYSTEM THINKING STAGE
2.1 Define aany points of view and select the most proper one for the study of the situation
2.2 Constructing conceptual models in systemic terms based on the root definition and refined by a
formal system concept and other systes thinking
3. COMPARISONAND RECOMMENDATIONSTAGE
Present Situation
3.1 Comparing the actual situation (step 1,2) with the conceptual sodel (step 2.2) to identify
possible improverrents that are desired and feasible
3.2 fiecosssend those chances tor oanaopii.enf anornvs!
4. DESIGN AND IMPLEMENTATION
4.1 treating the design of the selected approved changes
4.2 Ispieventing the design of the selected & approved changes
4.3 evaluate the improvement of the problematic situation.
The special feature of this approach is that it can help tr
structure down the ill-defined system objectives and what shoulc
to make certain improvements to the systen
situation. It is much suitable for utilising it to develop those
integrated serai-structured and unstructured managerial activities
oriented information subsystems where not on1v users' reauirement
and system activities are highly affected by the changing
environment but also with uncleared objectives and dynamic users'
reaui re merit.
The systemic approach, which having a good track record, does
have its weaknesses. Since the conceptual model is based on
minimum necessary activities, information will be similarly
minimum. System users a1ways think that they need more
information than the logical minimum. In this situation, how much
more will often depend on the individuals. This approach also
emphasises on the learning cycle which will clarify the problems
of an organisation, however, the termina11on point of the system
Present Situation
thinking exercise is not clearly defined. Comparing with ad-hoc
approach, systemic approach always requires longer time for
completing the stage of system ana1ysis.
2.2.3 Information Systems Planning Approach
The latest approach for total system formulating of CBXS
building is the Information Systems Planning Approach. This
approach concerns that before developing any subsystem within
CBIS, an information system plan and corresponding master-
development plan will be prepared to describe the information
needs, architectur e, st r at egies, po]iaies, objective s of th e
overall CBIS and the strategy of how it is to be developed.
The information system plan is developed in alignment with
the organisation's business strategic plan. Its preparation is
affected by both current and anticipated. future technology and
organization changes. It is also updated with the actual changing
of the total system environment.
The behaviour of information system growth of organizations
has been evaluated by many researchers. Nolan's stages
model(Nolan 1979) is regarded as the most widely cited model for
planning computerised information systems in organisations. The
Nolan's idea was first introduced as a four-stage model(Gibson
Nolan 1974) which includes Initiation, Contagion, Control and
Integration. This model was further expanded by adding two more
Present Situation
stages which are Data Administration and Maturity{Nolan 1979),
but Nolan observed that no organisation had reached the
integration stage. However, this model merely offers management a
kind of prediction about system expansion but does not provide
management with any constructive guideline for system
development. The actual success of a information system
development would depend very much on the techniques employed by
th e man agement.
The common activities of the planning process may be well
expressed by the three-stage model of information system planning
proposed by Bowman, Davis and Wetherbe(Bowman Davis 1983, Davis
Olson 1985) and the common methodologies and techniques used
for each stage which are summarised as foilows:
The strategic planning stage,
The purpose of this stage is to create the objectives,
strategies of the overall CBIS in alignment with the
organization's business strategic plan. Common techniques
include:
Derivation frost organization plan
Present Situation
The purpose of this stage is to obtain the information needs
required at the organisation-wide level, idantify applications
and plan an information architecture for the overall CBIS. Common
methodologies inc1ude:
The purpose of this stage is to plan the allocation of
limited information system development resources to determine
which subsystem shall be implemented and in what order.
Steering conittee ranking
The main merits of this approach is that it has considered
both the current and anticipated future system requirement to
monitor the subsystem development processes to establish a
unified CBIS. However, it seems still lacK of a valid and
powerful mechanIsm to compromise the deri.veci conf 1 icts betwsen
the desired global and local setting of system attributes and
those within the different desired local setting during the life
of the total CBIS development.
Conceptual thinking
CHAPTER III
THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE METHODOLOGY
3.1 A SPECIFIC VIEW WITH THE METHODOLOGY
In order to conceptualise a CBIS planning and development
control methodology, it is necessary to select a specific view
from the world view (Che ok land 1982) towards the concept of CBIS
planning and development control. And then, the methodology was
built in an account of minimum necessary activities based on the
specific view. From the selected point of view, the CBIS planning
and development control methodology can be defined as:
A cost-effective methodology to plan and control
the process of a CBIS strategic movement from one state
toanother to compensate the current system
deficiencies and in cornpatib1e with the anticipated
changing technologies and organization needs
System strategic movement are here considered as one of the CBIS
management functions in addition to the traditional system
operations and security management, system development and
maintenance management, and system resources and facilities
management. The role of system strategic movement management is
to determine the future CBIS targets by assessing the anticipated
environment changes and internal performance deficiencies. And
then, it gives, general directions to other CBIS management
functions for achieving the CBIS targets. The conceptual
relationship between the lour management functions is depicted in
Figure 3.1 The relationship between strategic iGvmnt aanageaent and other system management functions
System strategic movement defined here is different from
system maintenance. System maintenance actions are usually aimed
at retaining the current normal, system potential performance and
capacity. But the system strategic movement actions are aimed at
upgrading the overall system potentia1 perlormanoe ana capacity
state into another towards the pre-defined long-term system
goals. In fact, in the long run, the combination of each singe
system strategic movement process occurring at different time
horizon can be viewed as a pre-defined and revised evolution
process, as shown in Figure 3.2, of a CBIS in an organisation to
cope with the foreseeable changes of the system environment
System states:
State 3 State 2 Slate 3 State N
Time horizon
Planned evolution process
(Long-range system goal gowth strategy)
Figure 3,2 The concept of system strategic movement process
3.2 THE CONCEPTUAL DESIGN OF THE METHODOLOGY
The overall design of the methodology, as shown in Figure
3.3, is broken down to four layers activities, they are:
I. Long-range system objectives and basic information elements
model setting
II. Present system expression and actual moves monitoring
III.Planned system blueprints building and moving plans revision
IV. System moving and control actions identification
Concaptual thinking
The logic behind this breakdown is as follows. Anv 
organization must establish its long-range C M S  object ives 
periodically by assessing its possible environment changer; .-,nd 
performance improvement needs. The basic information elements 
model which confines the system information requirements 
definition framework should also be set before building up the 
. planned system blueprint. In order to support the setting of 
long-range system objecti ves. and the identification of necessary 
system moving needs and control actions. the organisation must 
have a firm grip on its present system situation and actual; 
moving action. After the long-range system oh root L yen art; clearlv 
specified, the corresponding planned system blueprints should be 
built and once the necessary moving actions are highlighted, the 
corresponding moving plans one Id be made by older management 
functions and be approved and revised by this function. Through 
comparison of the present system situation and actual moving 
actions with the planned system blueprints and designed moving 
plans, the system moving needs and actual moves control actions 




3,2.1 Long-range System Objectives and Basic Information Elements Model
betting
It is logical that the CBIS should be moved along with its-
anticipated environment changes or against its discovered
internal def iciencies. However, any movement needs clear
direction. The main purpose of the activities in this layer is to
work out a clear and relevant direction for the whole system
movement. As shown in Figure 3.4, this layer involves two main
activities and two planning tools provided by the academic
research field are used. The details of the activities in this
1ayer are discus sed as foilows:
toneeptuai thinking
Figure 3.4 LAYER I DESIGN
Planning and control methodology- CBIS strategic movement
1.1 Deteroine long-range system objectives
The basic idea of this step is to determine the long-range
system objectives to be achieved for the next planning horizon
(usually 5-10 years) in terms of several targets which would
significantly affect the future CBIS performance. The targets
should include the technology achievement, serving area, system
effort distribution, and special system features. The objectives
should be determined after assessing certain relevant important
Conceptual thinkino
(1) Current status of CBIS environment.
(2) future prospects and changes in CBIS environment.
(3) Current status of CRTS
During the determination of long—range system objectives, a
long-range CBIS objectives setting model(I.la. in Figure 3.4)
provided from the academic research field would be used as
guidance on:
What variables in the three main system aspects would be
considered as the bases to determine the long-range system
In terms of what would the long-range system objectives be
specified is most supportive to the building of the planned
system blueprints?
What constitute the primary CBIS environment?
Another model, a general CBIS basic elements growth
model(I.lb in Figure 3.4), provided from the academic research
field would also be adopted to help in assessing current CBIS
status and future CBIS prospects on the system basic information
Conceptual thinkinq
MoreQverx the information about the current CBIS breakdown
and performance deficiencies obtained from layer II would be used
on assessing the current CBIS status. The main results from this
step are:
(1) to give directions to step 1.2 for tailoring suitable CBIS
basic elements model for the organisation.
(2) to give directions to layer III activity for designing a
compatible planned CBIS breakdown.
1.2 Jailor CBIS basic information elements mode1 for the organiz ation
The main purpose of this step is to tailor a specific CBIS
basic information elements model for the organization. This model
would be used for layer II to analyse the current CBIS existing
information elements. The model is also useful for defining the
planned CBIS required information elements in layer III.
The general CBIS basic information elements growth model(I.lb
in Figure 3.4) as stated in step 1.1 would also be used as a
guidance to tailor and design the specific CBIS basic elements
model for the organisation.
3.2.2 Present System Expression end Actus! Moves Monitoring
In order to map out the future CBIS movement direction, what
moving actions should be done to achieve the planned CBio
objectives and whether control actions should be done to the
Conceptual thinking
actual CBIS moving actions, it is necessary for an organisation
to understand what position its current CBIS and actual moving
actions are standing. Therefore, it is easy to identify its
availab1e future prospects and measure how far it is away from
the selected target for the next planning period. Only when the
actual CBIS moving situation Is realised, will any deviation of
the actual CBIS moving actions from the planned CBIS blueprints
and moving plans be highlighted. In short, the main purpose of
the activities in this layer is to find out the actual situation
of the present CBIS and the moving actions so far implemented. In
Figure 3.5, four levels of variables are depleted as the major
determinants of a CBIS's present position for an organisation:
existing CBIS breakdown and performance deficiencies,
base-systems existing information elements, existing common
information elements bases and existing CBIS and system
development physical resources and facilities capacity.
Conceptus1 thinking
Figure 3,5 LAYER II DESIGN
































11,1 Express pr esent CBIS br eakdouri structure arid diagnose system
deificiencies
To facilitate the setting of long-range system objectives and
identification of moving needs at system breakdown structure
level, the existing system breakdown structure and deficiencies
must be examined. The breakdown structure can help to analyse the
present system serving scope and distribution effort, while the
system deficiencies would be considered as one of the variables
to determine the future CBIS direction.
In fact, the system breakdown structure can be easily
expressed with reference to the existing system main menus and
sub menus. After understanding the present system breakdown, the
system deficiencies can be identified with the following two
activities:
(a) Matching system effort towards corresponding company
strategies
(b) Review end-users' main complaints over the system services
After the expression of the present CBIS breakdown structure,
a detailed base-systems description is required. A base-system is
the system at the bottom of the breakdown tree, which usually
represents one? application development unit. In order to identify
the necessary moving needs at base-systems information elements
level, the existing information elements for each base-system
must be clearly specified. To specify the existing information
elements, the tailored CBIS basic information elements model must
be used to ensure the completeness, standard and consistency of
the base-system elements expression, therefore, to enhance a more
effective comparison with the corresponding planned base—system
information elements. An effective way to understand the existing
information elements of the base-systems is to perform a critical
review on the system manuals or a physical examination of the
existing base-syst em activities.
Conceptual thinkino
Another important expression for the present CBIS is to find
files, corporate databases, model—bases, knowledge bases, privacy
control intormation bases, common software tools bases, input
form and output report format bases) and the involved information
elements in those bases. This expression is helpful for
identifying the necessary moving needs at the common information
elements bases level.
11.4 Identify existing physical resources and facilities capacity
Besides the CBIS's existing information elements and
breakdown structure be specified for the present CBIS position
expression, the description of the existing physical resources
and facilities capacity available for supporting the system
operations and developments is also indispensable. The logic is
that once the infrastructure, the involving independent and
common information elements moving needs are highlighted, the
following concerned problems would logically be: are there enough
physical resources and facilities to support all the planned
moving actions? If not, what additional resources or facilities-
are required to be early prepared or acquired? In other words, it
is necessary to identify the moving needs at the physical
resources and facilities capacity level.
11.5 Examine actual system moving actions towards planned systew target
Different from the above four system expression actions that
their description object is the present CBIS situation, this step
is aimed at examining and monitoring the actual implementation
situation of the identified four-level moving actions which may
include a number of scheduled application systems
deve1opmentmodification, common in formation e1ements has es
constructionupdate, and physical resources and facilition
acquisition/building projects
3.2.3 Planned System Blueprint Building arid Moving plane Revision
process has been determined, it also needs a concrete description
of the planned system and moving plans as the aids of a variety
of actual move actions management functions; identifying
necessary system moving needs, evaluating performance,
controlling and coordinating activities, communicating, and
authorising actions. The planned system blueprint summarises the
objectives of all aimed system serving units of an organisation.
It specifies the expectations regarding future system breakdown,
base-system information elements requirements, and common
information element models. The moving plans obtained from other
CBIS management functions and revised in this layer concretely
specify the necessary moving needs tor implementing the planned
system blueprint. There are commonly two kinds of moving plang
Conceptual thinking
system information elements development or modification projects,
and supporting physical resources and facilities building or
acquisition pro j ects.
The upper three activities in Figure 3.6 actually represents
a two-fold CBIS information elements definition technique for
formulating the planned system blueprints. The lower three
activities in Figure 3.6 are mainly to coordinate and authorise a
set of moving plans: changes of present system breakdown
structure, development of new application systems, modification
of existing application systems, development of new common
information elements bases, modification of existing common
information elements bases, and building or acquisition of
additional physical resources and computing facilities. The
planned system building process as well as the coordination and
authorisation process of moving pi an in v ouId be discussed in
detai1 as foilow:
Conceptual thinking
Figure 3.6 LAYER ill DESIGN


















































111.1 Design planned system breakdown structure and outline of conn on bases
frames
With the selected system serving units of an organisation for-
th© next planning horizon determined in step I.1, the
corresponding base—systems required to deal with all serving
objects should be designed. Ihen, how those base—systems are
grouped to form the higher system units are considered. The
grouping may be implemented on a variety of bases, e.g., by
geographic locations, by underlying informal span of authority or
responsibility, by relationship of objectives to be achieved, by
organisation structure etc.. In compatible with the system
breakdown structure, the outline of the planneded common bases 
frames should also be created. Each frame and subframe represents 
the common bases area directly accounted to the corresponding 
systems and sub-systems of the CBIS breakdown structure. Those 
empty frames will be filled with detailed fields or other 
contents when performing step III.3 which is aimed at building up 
a co-ordinated picture of the required information elements In 
those common bases. The common bases may include just database or 
with any other bases, subject to the technology achievement 
target of the organisation. The technology achievement target is 
reflected by the tailored basic information elements moaei for 
the organisation In step 1.2. !
111.2 Def ine "01P0M requi rements for  each base-system 
? After the system breakdown structure and outline of common
■bases frames are designed and built, the main i.ibj £•■<•.. t .*■ i> p  u 
p r o c e s s  a c t i o n s  and  o u t p u t s  ( GIRO) for each base-system should be 
defined.' The definition of the "OIPO" is mainly based on a. 
thorough understanding of the underlying o b j e c t i v e s  f n e c e s s a r y  
ci c t .i v i  t i  e s a n d c o n n e c t  i !■' i t y w i 1  h o t hi e r s e r v i n g un i t. :> < 0 A i.-) o f t h e
base-system serving unit. When defining the "OIPO“ requirements 
for each base-system, it is allowed to treat the base-system as a. 
standalone unit and no consideration is necessary at this step 
how to integrate/co-ordinate with other base-system units even 
under the same segment of the CBIS breakdown. The co-ordination,
integration and synthesis of all those base-systems will be
performed in next step (III.3) with reference to a connectivity
model showing the relationships between different serving units.
The model is built in this step based on the analysis of the
connectivity of each base-system serving unit with other serving
units
11.3 Synthesize the base-systems and fill common bases frames
In order to obtain more from and have a better managemen
over the total system effort, it is necessary to find out what
IPO elements of each base-system can be satisfied from or
contributed to the common bases. To find out the full pictures of
the common bases elements, a base-systems synthesizing process-
along the system breakdown structure and serving units-
connectivity model defined in step III.2 should be performed. The
synthesizing process is aimed at co-ordinating and integrating
the development and system effort of all base-systems through
filling up the empty common bases frames already built in step
III.l. The main output from this step are (1) the information
elements required in each base-system and wider system after the
synthesis process. (2) the information elements required in each
1arnned common bases.
11.4 Review aoving p1ans for system information elements chan cie
Once the system information elements moving needs are
identified in layer IV, they should be communicated together with
Conceptual thinking
the system effort distribution part of the long-range system
objectives to the system development and maintenance management
function. Then, the development and maintenance management
function would design and schedule a set of moving projects
dispersed in the following years for satisfying the highlighted
needs. The designed moving plans should then be reviewed and
approved in this step with reference to the highlighted system
information elements moving needs from layer IV. The approved
moving plans-would be communicated to the system resources and
facilities managernent function.
111,5 Review the estimation of necessary resources and facilities
When the system resources and facilities management function
is informed a set of moving plans and a planned CBIS blueprint,
it can then estimate the necessary physical resources and
facilities(e.g. human resources, hardware and system software
facilities) for supporting the implementation of a set of moving
plans and the planned system blueprints. The estimation result
should then be reviewed and approved in this layer. After
revision and approval, it would be compared with the expressed
existing physical resources and facilities capacity from step
II.4 for identification of the system physical resources and
facilities moving needs. These needs would then be communicate to
the system resources and facilities management function again.
Conceptual thinking
III.6 Review the moving plans tor physical resources and facilities change
After know ing the system res ources and faoilities moving
needs, the system resources and facilities management function
should design and. schedule a corresponding set of system
These moving plans would then be reviewed and approved in this
step with reference to the moving needs identified in layer IV.
3.2.4 System Moving and Control Actions Identification
The main logic of this layer is, through a comparison
mechanism, to identify two main groups of system moving needs and
the actual moves control needs. Therefore, the corresponding
moving plans can be designed, the necessary system moving control
or plans modification actions can be taken, and the actual moving
performance can be evaluated. This layer involves four activities
as depicted in Figure 3.7 and are discussed as follow:
Figure 3.7 LAYER IV DESIGN






























Based on the nature of the identificeal result, the
comparisons can be divided into two main eat eg or:
(a) Comparison between present system situation(irom step II. 1,
II. 2, 11. 3. 11. 4) and p 1 armed system b I ur-.,, int( f rorrt step0
III.i III.3, III.5). In this categories, the comparisons can
also divided into four system levels.
(i) at breakdown structure level
(ii) at base-system information elements level 
(ill) at common information elements bases level 
(iv) at physical resources and facilities level
(b) Comparison between actual moving situation(from step 11.5} 
and planned system blueprints and moving plans (from layer- 
ill). In this categories, the comparisons also include four- 
system levels, but plus one more level at the moving plans 
^ and schedu1es .
1\/j 2 Hig h l i g h t _  S y s t e m  I n f o r m a t i o n  Ele m e n t s m o v i n g  H e e d s
From the comparison (a)(1), (ii), and (ill), the system
information elements moving needs should be highlighted in term 
of three kinds of needs:
(a) the necessary system breakdown changes needs: new base-system 
additions, existing base-system deletions, replacements and 
regrouping.
(b) the necessary base-system information elements moving needs: 
e1ement additions, del e11 on s and modific ations .
(c) the necessary common Information elements bases moving needs: 
new bases development and existing bases modifications.
These moving needs will -then be communicated to the system 
development and maintenance management function for developing a
set of corresponding system information elements moving plans and 
schedules.
I V , 3 H i g h l i g h t  Sy s t e m P h y s i c a l  R e s o u r c e s  and F a c i l i t i e s  M o v i n g  Heeds
From the comparison (a)(iv), the system physical resources 
and facilities moving needs should then be identified, such as, 
the addition or replacement of DP professionals, computer 
hardware, and system software(e.g. OS, DBMS, MBMS, language 
compilers, general application software packages). These moving 
needs will then be communicated to the system resources and 
facilities management function for developing a set of
corresponding system resources and facilities building or 
acquisition plans and schedules.
I V , 4 H i g h l i g h t  A c t u a l  M o v i n g  C o n t r o l  M e ed s
From the comparison (b), any deviation of the actual move
actions from the planned system blueprint and moving plains should 
\
be highlighted. And then, the deviations should be evaluated to 
decide whether necessary control actions or blueprints and moving 
plans modifications should be taken. The identified actions would 
be communicated to the corresponding systerm management f u n c tions 




3.3 UNDERLYING PHILOSOPHIES AND INFORMATION FLOW WITHIN TBI
METHODOLOGY
Ibis SLrabegie Movement, methodology can be alleged as another
toual system formulating approach after so-called Ad-hoc, Systems
and Inforrnation Systems Planning. Its underlying philosophies are
summarised in part A of Figure 3.8 and the main information flov,
within the methodology and with other management functions can be
summarised in part B of Figure 3.8. The small alphabet near each
single arrow line in part B of Figure 3.8 represents one kind of
information as described in the legends.









L0N8-RAMGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES AND BASIC INFORMATION ELEMENTS MODEL SETTING
Determine long-range systei objectives
Tailor CBIS basic information eleeents sods! for the organization
Long-range CBIS objectives setting sodel
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CHAPTER TV
COMPARISON BETWEEN CONCEPTUAL METHODOT,OGY
A Mil K X T fVP T MCJ APP PO A PH r?Q
4.1 THE COMPARISON
In order bo highlight the necessary changes on existi nr
approaches for achieving a better performance of CBIS planning
and development control, a comparison of the conceptual
methodology with the existing approaches are conducted. Though a
number of technique have been proposed for information systems
planning, the most popular and famous one should be the
three-stage model developed by Bowman, Davis and Wetherbe(Bowman.
Davis 1983) as briefly described in chapter II section 2.3.3.
Therefore, the comparison would be done mainly with this model
and the most popular methodology to be used for each stage such
as BSP. The result of the comparison is discussed as follows:
4.1.1 Different Guidance Objectives
The main guidance objective of the three stage model is to
give practical guide for recognising the nature of the planning
problems and in selecting the appropriate stage of planning. In
other words, the model just tell that, as to information systems
planning, three types of planning- strategic planning,
organisation information requirements planning and resources
all neat, inn planning are included. The organisation may choose to
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perform all three planning or just one or two of them based on
their specific MIS problems. That means the model is not a
complete CBIS planning process but a framework of OBIS planning.
It introduces the techniques or methodologies available for each
stage of planning. No clear relationship has also been defined
between the three stage planning activities by the model.
However, all activities suggested in the conceptual
methodology constitute a complete long-range CBIS planning
process. The methodology is aimed at guiding the information
executives to plan ahead the development of a group of
information systems for an organization to satisfy the
anticipated system serving needs and required system efficiency
during the coming system serving period (usually 3-5 years). In
other words, the main guidance objective of the conceptual
methodology is to give practical guide to build up concrete CBIS
b1u ep rints and moving pIans. Therefore, better c ontro1,
monitoring, integration, co-ordinating and communication over a
set of necessary moving actions (e.g. system developments or
modifications, system resources buildings or acquisitions) can De
achieved. Those moving actions will finally move the current CBIS
from one state to another to provide a new era of service to Aie
CBIS environment. Clear and solid relationships between a.our
layer activities are defined within the methodology.
Comparison
4,1.2 Three Stages vs Four Layers Activities
The three stages activities in Bowman's model are actually
all included in layer I and layer III of the conceptual
methodology but are performed with a different approach. The
strategic planning stage is similar to layer I. Both are aimed at
defining CBIS objectives but with different context as discussed
in next section. The activity of assessing organization's
information requirements in organizational information
requirements analysis stage is similar to the first three
activities in layer III.Both are aimed at defining the system
serving needs but also with different context and approach as
discussed in section 3.4.4. The activity of assembling master-
development plan in organizational information requirements
analysis stage and the resource allocation planning stage is
similar to the last three steps of layer III. However, the
setting of the system development or modification plans and
resources development or acquisition plans are not the functional
activities within the conceptual methodology. They are performed
by other system management functions and are reviewed,
co-ordinated and approved in the last three activities in layer
The main difference between the three stage model and the
conceptual methodology is the layer II and layer IV activities.
With these two layers activities, the moving needs required to
achieve the long-range CBIS objectives can be identified and
actual tight monitoring and. control over the actual moving
actions (systems developments modifications and resources
developments acquisitions) can be implemented. These two layers
activities are aimed at compensating the loose control guidance
provided by Bowman's three stage model and many other planning
4.1.3 Different CBIS Objectives Context and Setting Approach
The CBIS objective statement proposed in the conceptual
methodology is long-range and concrete. It is presented in terms
of the technology achievement, serving area network with system
effort distribution, and special system features. The technology
achievement is also solidly presented in terms of a tailored CBIS
basic information elements model for the organisation. This
objective statement is more helpful as directions to build up the
planned CBIS blueprints which represents the organisation's
future information requirements than those suggested in the three
s t ag e model, s uch as th e CB1S mission, techno1ogy fo cus,
management processes and functional capability objectives.
The setting of the long—range CBIS objective, as suggested
in the methodology, is based. on a CBIS objectives setting model
(1. la in Figure 3. 4). The model contains all imporrani.
determinants that should be considered be core future object!as
are established in three system aspects: current Lb 1o enviiunnuii
status, future prospects and changes in CBIS environment and
current CBIS status. This model is different from the existing
methodologies (such as: derivation of information system strategy
from organisation plan, strategic grid, strategic fit, or
strategy set transformation) which emphasise only on analysing
organisation goals, objectives and strategies; or organisational
culture and claimant groups objectives. This model is one of the
dynamic parts of the methodology which will be polished into more
effective CBIS objectives generation tool as more actual
experiments have done on it.
Another dynamic part of the methodology is a general CBIS
basic information elements growth model (1.1b in Figure 3.4). The
organisation can utilise this model to select its CBIS technology
achievement target and presents it in terms of a basic
information elements model. This supplementary model will be
updated along with the information technology changes. That makes
the methodology not easily be out-dated under the influence of
rapid information technology changes.
4,1.4 Different Information Requirements Context and Definition Approach
The expression of the organisational information
requirements as suggested by the most popular methodology, BSP by
IBM(IBM 1982), is emphasised only on the required system network
and common data classes to support the netwoik. foe
organisational information requirements are mainly expressed by
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three matrixes in BSP: organisation-to-process matrix,
systems-to-process matrix and Data c1asses-to-systems matrix.
However, only these three system blueprints may become
insufficient to have a complete monitoring, control and
co-ordinating the CBIS development as more advanced technology
such as DSS, Expert System and 4GL are applied to the
organisation. Besides the common data classes, a number of other
common bases elements such as common models, input forms, report
formats, and knowledge rules are necessary to be clearly
specified in this planning stage.
Theconcepiual methodology has suggested the expression of
the organisational information requirements not only in terms of
the information systems networks and corresponding data classes
but an outline of other common bases frames, the required
information elements for each base-system, and required
information elements filled in those common bases frames. A
complete architecture, as that for the construction of a new
building, for the planned CBIS to be built in the following years-
can be seen. This system architecture is believed to oe an
effective medium for implementing a set of subsequent system
development management functions: monitoring, control,
communication, co-ordination and measure oi performance. It is
also a concrete base for other system management functions to
build up their strategic plans to cope with the required CBIS
Comparison
movement.
Ihe suggested planned CBIS blueprints building approach by
the conceptual methodology is somewhat different form that of
BSP, though they are similar on certain aspects. Both utilise the
top-down approach for defining CBIS breakdown (Required
information arid computer applications for BSP) and outline of
common bases frames (Data classes for BSP) arid become bottom-up
oriented for the follow-on design, however, the bottom up concept
of BSP is to design back from data class to database, then to
information system networks and to business processes. The bottom
up concept of the conceptual methodology is to define the IPO
requirements for each base-system as a standalone unit, and then
synthesize those base-systems based on the serving unit
connectivity model and structure breakdown, therefore, an optimal
picture of the required information elements distributed between
wider systems, base-systems and common bases frames can be found.
Such approach is believed to be helpful to obtain more relevant
and effective common bases elements then just a top—down view on
data classes and then splitting out the details.
4.1.5 Different Planning Cycle Concepts
The planning cycles as suggested by Bowman's three stages
model are divided into two parts: the strategic planning stage is
performed on an irregular and long-range basis, while 'the
organisational information requirements analysis and resources
Comparison
allocation planning stage are performed on an annual basis. It is
really hardship for the information systems planners to perform
these two planning stages every annually. Therefore, the
methodology activities are suggested to be performed on a regular
and long-range basis. It should be performed at the near end of
the old planned system serving period and provide sufficient time
for the CBIS to move from original state to another state before
next planned system serving period begins. The activities in
layer I, layer III, the present system expression part of layer
II, and the system moving needs identification part of layer IV
would only he performed before actual moving actions are started.
However, the activities in the actual moves monitoring part of
layer II and the control actions identification part of layer IV
would be performed over a period extending along the complete
actual movement process. During the next planned system serving
period, identification of system maintenance needs would be done
annually. As the result short-term system planning effort can be
reduced.
4.2 IDENTIFIED RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
From the above comparisons, the main deficiencies of the
existing CBIS planning approaches are highlighted as follow:
(1) Lack of a solid base to perform other system management
functions p1anning.
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(2) Lack of clear supports between different planning stages
activities that increases the hardship for an integrated
information systems planning process to link close In
corporate, business strategies with system project plans
and other relevant information systems planning.
(3) Lack of solid system objectives to facilitate the building
of effective planned CRIS blueprints.
(4) Lack of a clear picture of target CRIS architecture in
terms of required information elements components to
enhance a set of system development management functions:
control and measure of performance
(5) The inflexibility of the existing approaches on giving
updated guideline to system planners under the influence of
rapid changing information technologies.
(6) Lack of a comparison mechanism to measure the deviation of
the present CRIS situation from the target, so as to define
a set of corresponding system projects to cover the gap.
This may increase the risk or giving up those useful
existing CRIS information elements, facilities and
resources.
(7) The loose control guidance provided by the existing
approaches over the deviation of the actual implementation
actions from system plans. Therefore, measure of
effectiveness of actual system projects is hard to be
achieved.
In order to solve the above problems and obtain better CBIS
planning and development control performance, the conceptual
methodology is worth to be adopted. However, to fully implement
this methodology, the following two supplementary planning tools
11 rl rl pvp 1 nripH
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CHAPTER V
THE DEVELOPMENT OF TWO PLANNING TOOLS
5.1 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A LONG-RANGE CMS OBJECTIVES SETTING MODEL
This model is designed as a guidance for an organisation to
establish its long-range CBIS objectives and supporting part of
the implementation in this research. The model is developed with
the underlying philosophies that it must be simple, robust,
comprehensive, complete on important issues, cognitive, practical
and able to give competitive directions to CBIS. As suggested in
the methodology, the model should give guidance on:
(1) What variables in the three main system aspects would be
considered as the bases to determine the long-range system
objectives?
(2) In terms of what would the long-range system objectives be
specified is most supportive to the building of the target
system blueprint and moving plans?
(3) What constitute the primary CBIS environment?
5.1.1 The Building Logic behind the Model
A CBIS objectives setting model can be logically classified
as belonging to the planning and control' system category.
Planning and control system is the member of the human activity
system (HAS) in the system universe(Checkland 1969). Therefore,
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an objective setting model is really a human activity model
which, as proposed by Checkland, can simply be determined by its
internal activities and the relationships between them. Hence,
let 0 be the set of CBIS objectives generated from the model,
then the most basic relationship can be established as:
Where,
D- represents the three variable sets Di, D=, Ds. Each of them
contains the variable elements that should be considered as the
important determinants for the objectives establishment when
performing each of the activities related to three main system
aspects as suggested in step 1.1 of the methodology.
D= represents a connectivity set related to the above three
activities. The set collects the identified relationships between
those elements of the three variable sets.
I is a symbol to represent the future set of CBIS objectives is
generated after an integral assessment of the results of the
three activities which contain the Dc= set of relationships
between them.
After finding the basic relationship, the following problems are
to find out the critical elements that should be contained in the
three variable sets and the connectivity set.
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While finding out those set elements, three research dimensions
are foil owed, n arne].
1 The critical elements
fitted into the model based on a sequence of considerations:
(a) The rn a .i O r success criteria on eva 1 nati no CRTS DPrf nrmrinp
(b) The main elements that should be embedded in the
long-range objectives statement to represent the above
success criteria.
Co) The time horizon related to the long-range objectives.
2. Besides finding out the critical elements
for the three variable set, all
determinants X,..., X upon which the feature of a critical
variable depends should also be identified and represented in
a function e.g. FVi i= f (Xi, Xa) for a critical element in
variable Da and whose feature depends .on two activities Xi
and Xa. Finally, all functions related to the same variable
set are contained in a set. For example, the set bri
represents the set of all related functions belong to the Dx
set critical variables. And in turn, put the set as one of
the critical element of the variable set. That is, Di,
and should be defined as the sets ox.
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3. In considering the connectivity set, all one to one and
chaining relationships between the critical elements of the
three variable sets should also be identified. That is, Dc
should be defined as the set of:
where: R represents a set of relationships between elements vn
in Da variable set. Similarly, Rj represents a set of
relationships between elements in D variable set, represent
a set of relationships between elements in D-3 variable set. Ri
represents a set of one to one relationships between elements
11 in Di variable set and V2j in Ds variable set. Similarly, R
jk represents a set of relationships between elements and
3K, Rj. i represents a set of relationships between elements vn
and v3k.
5. 1.2 The Building of the Model
l.a The critical success criteria for evaluating CBIS performance
in modern organisation can be summarized into three
domains(Yau Chan 1987)
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l.b The selected main elements to represent the above three
domains:
Sr.
Basic information elements achievement stage
System serving network and effort distribution
Special internal system features
where It reflects Et and E»
Sr» reflects It and Et
S reflects Et, Et and Et
l.c The related time horizon (T) with the objectives setting:
It- Current spot
- Planned system serving period
2. Together with the three main system aspects that must he
assessed as suggested in the methodology:
Da
D3
Current status of CBIS environment
Current status of CBIS
Future prospects and changes of CBIS environment
the initial variable element sets can be obtained as follow:

















v 1 x- Current DP technology availaole
V2x- Current CBIS technology status
and V21= f (Ax, As, As} where
Ax- Analyse% of current DP technology applied to CB1b
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A.Analyse CBIS expenditure vs sales growth rate
A=E- Obtain CBIS serving effort distribution
V31- Available technology applied to CBIS
in next planning horizon
Current organization performance status
An- Obtain current organization chart
A Analyse current organisation activity units
Afi Diagnose organization main problem areas
Av Obtain current CBIS breakdown structure
Ao- Analyse current CBIS serving scope
A9- Calculate? current CBIS serving effort distribution
v32- CBIS serving prospects for next planned system
serving period and V32 f (A10, Ax x, Ax) where
Aj o- Examine the corporate objectives and strategies
for next planned system serving period.
Ax x- Assess changes of organization chart
for next planned system serving period
Ai Assess changes of organisation activities units
for next planned system serving period
Vx 3- Duplicate to vx=, so neglected
v23 Obtain diagnosis of current CBIS deficiencies
v33 Future deficiencies is i 11 ogioa 1 to obkai.ned
so neglooted
T«=- Defined current spot
Tr- Selected next planned system serving period
then, from the above analyses, the final elements sets can be
obtained as follow:
3. Finally, the relationships between the above variables and
dependent activities are analysed as follow:
where r%- result of as the base to perform An
where rj 1- result of Ao as the base to perform
r.12.where r i result of Ax o as the base to perform and
rk2-- result of Ax x as the base to perform
as the base to pemorm
Ao is a matching between As and
Pianninq tools deveioDpnt
R. ik—! r i h- 1
where v±» 1 Ax, A and Aas the bases tn ofrrfnr-m
As x and A-.-:»
Ft. t„ a T h p H n m n a+ a H M n A» I
From the above logieaI inferences, a firsf version of the
model are devel nned anH nrppntpH frdlnw
0=I(D«, IU) a=l,2,3
Dx= [vi,, vx=, T=, FVx]
— f Vxs 1, V2S, V3--? J Tcs, I5 Vx2 j
B-3~ I V-3 X j V3 X2, Tj j, J, X V-3 j
FVx— [viz— 1 {Ao- j A-x? A'i) j
F Va— [_Va i— 1 (Ax, Aa, A3}, 'V22—: f (A;', Aa, A?) f
FV3—[ V32~ f {Ax o j, Ax x, Ax sa) J and
IX=~ [Ti x, fj 1, r.j, Fx« x, Fx 2 j Fa j x, Fx j 32» Ft x- 1 I
where:
0 be the CBIS objectives statements including ih, Sr. and St¬
and Th be basic information elements achievement stage
Sr. be system serving network and effort distribution
S-r be special internal system features
1 represents an integral assessment of
D« be the three variables sets to be assessed
in three system aspects
Dx be the variable set to be assessed .Lor current stabus
of CBIS environment
D3 be the variable set to be assessed for current status of CBIS
D-3 be the variable set to be assessed for future prospects
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and changes of CBIS environment
Vxx be current DP technology available
V12 be current organisation performance status
i be current CBIS technology status
V22 be current CBIS performance status
v=3 be diagnosis of current CBIS deficiencies
V3x be available-technology applied to CBIS for next
planned system serving period
Vrs be CBIS serving prospects for next planned system
serving period
be Defined current spot
be selected next planned system serving period
Ax be analyse% of current DP technology applied to CBIS
A=. be analyse CBIS expenditure vs sales growth rate
A3 be obtain CBIS serving effort distribution
Avj. be obtain current organisation chart
A be analyse current organisation activity units
Ar be obtain current CBIS breakdown structure
Ao be analyse current CBIS serving scope
A? be calculate current CBIS serving effort distribution
Axo be examine the corporate objectives and strategies
for the next planned system serving period
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Ax a be assess changes of organization chart
for next planned system serving period
A12 be assess changes of organisation activities units
for next dtanned svstern orvinp nprind
be result of A as the base to perform
be result of As as the base to perform
be Ars is to obtain the calculation result of
be result of Axo as the base to perform and
be result of Axx as the base to perform
be Vu as the base to perform
be Ao is a matching between As and
be Ax. A and As as the bases to perform and
5.1.4 A supplementary model for primary CBIS environment
As shown in Figure 5.1, the primary CBIS environment can be
divided into two main sectors: one is the technological sector
and the other is the serving objects sector. The serving objects






Figure 5.1 Primary CDIS environment
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5.2 THE DEVELOPMENT OF A GENERAL OBIS BASIC INFORMATION ELEMENTS
GROWTH MODEL
This model is designed as an aid to identify the future
prospect of information technology applied to CBIS for the next
planned system serving period. The model shows the changes of
basic information elements contained by the CBIS as the higher-
level of information technology is applied to the organisation.
The growth model is built through a critical review of the DP
technology evolution from the emergence of EDP, MIS(Nolan
Wetherbe 1980, Buller Ried 1987), DSS(Sprague Watson 1983,
Sprague 1980) to Expert System(Gaines 1984, Forsyth 1984)
concepts. From the growth model, the changes of the involving
elements within the four basic components of an information
system can be clearly seen. The four basic components as proposed
by a basic information system model(Davis Olson 1985) are





Figure S.2 Basic information system model
5.2.1 The four stages model of CBIS basic information elements growth
According to the model built, the growth of the basic
information elements composing the CBIS can be divided into four
stages:
Stage I: Routine processing oriented
The basic information elements included in CBIS for this
stage is the simplest, as shown in Figure 5.3. It usually
contains internal source data and instruction inputs, fii.cs
maintenance, data transformation and sysoem control process
actions; data storage in individual file formats; and output




















Figure S.3 CBIS under routine processing stage
Sta?e Hi Flexible a an a gem en t information oriented
The basic information elements included in CBIS for this
stage is a little bit complicated, as shown in 5.4. It usually
contains internal and external source data, command insfructions
and query conditions inputs; data transformation, database
maintenance, data communication, privacy control, system oomooi
and data retrieval process actions; data storage in database form
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plus the storage of common software tools, screen formats and
report —formats; and output results in regular and ad-hoc






































Figure 5.4 CBiS under flexible management information stage
Staoe Ills Decision support oriented
The basic information elements included in CBIS for this
stage is further complicated, as shown in 5.5. It usually
contains internal and external source data, command ins fractions,
query conditions and decision description dialogue inputs, data
transformation, database maintenance, data communication, privacy
control, system control, data retrieval, and model retrieval ana
F'l anrii ng tdd! 5 development
execution process actions; data storage in database form plus the
storage of common software tools, screen formats, report formats
and the storage of model base; and output results in regular and
ad—hoc information reports plus decision result analysis and
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The basic information elements included in CBIS for thi
stage is the most complicated, as shown in Figure 5.6, and i:
most mature and ideal at least for the 90's. It usually contain;
internal,and external source data, command instructions, quor;
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conditions, decision description dialogue plus problem
description dialogue inputs; data transformation, database
maintenance, data communication, privacy control, system control,
data retrieval, model retrieval and execution, plus knowledge
retrieval and inference process actions; data storage in database
form plus the storage of common software tools, screen formats,
report formats, the storage of model base and the storage of
knowledge base; and output results in regular and ad hoc
information reports, decision result analysis and comparison
reports plus problem solving result and interpretation
consultation reports.
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Figure 5.6 CBIS under problem consultation stage
5.2.2 The benchmark for the four stages
The determination of the current CBIS growth stage for an
organization so as to identify the fuLure available CBIo growth
prospects to he selected, as the achievement- target foi nexe
planning horizon can he achieved through the indirect use oi
Nolan's DP technology benchmark model (Appendix I). By assessing
the organization's DP technology growth stage it is in, it.j
corresponding basic information elements growth stage can be
identified based on the stages matching between two models. Ihe












As the organisation's C'BIS growth from stage I to stage IV,
the corresponding system serving area and required ED
expenditure will increase as long as the flexibility, capability
and intelligence of the system are increasing.
Methodology Experiments
CHAPTER VI
EXPERIMENTS ON USING THE DESIGNED METHODOLOGY
6.1 THE mm PURPOSE OF TOE EXPERIMENTS
In order to have an actual experience on the conceptual
methodology, two experiments were carried out in the experiment
stage of the research. From the experience, the conceptual
methodology should be polished into more concrete and practical
t.o use. The experiments are also aimed at illustrating the actual
usage of the important parts of the designed methodology. Two
critical segments of activities are selected from the methodology
as the testing objects.
6.2 BACKGROUND FOR THE EXPERIMENTS: STARLINK COMPANY
Star1ink is an European furniture retailer in Hong Kong with
annual turnover HK$ 50 million and total assets in excess of HK$
20 million as at March 31 1987. All the company earnings are
generated from selling the office furniture. Furniture are
imported from several countries in Europe, sucn as Germany,
Italy, France, England and Holland. The company employes a
work-force around 120 persons.
There are one main competitor to the company on selling
European furniture but there are a great number of companies
selling and making furniture in Hong Kong. The company has
occupied about- 40% share in the local European office £urnitur
market. All furniture are directly imported from Europeai
furniture manufacturers.
There are three existing stores and one warehouse undei







Fiqure 6J, fie General structure of the cospan
6.2.1 Profile of current Information Resources, facilities, Expenditure and
service level
An EDP department was established six years ago. During the
establishment of the EDP department, an VAA-780 mini-computer was
installed.
Up to the current year, the software support from the EDP
department is much simple. Besides the basic multi—user operating
system VAX-VMS, a COBOL compiler and several useful utility
programs obtained from the computer manufacturer, a popular
h1t h 0 d 0! o n v F•: n p?i o r, f r
Accounting Information System software developed by a famous
software house in USA was also selected and installed. The
overall AIS software include seven modules, namely, Sales module,
oi module. Cash control module,
Payroll module and General ledger module.
The total initial investment on the computer facilities
installed, is about HK$200,000. The yearly operating expenses
(including staff compensations) of the EDP department is around
HK$180,000-280,000 (about 3% of the total expenses for the
company). The personnel employed in the EDP department including
only a EDP manager, an AnalystsProgrammer and three
op e r at o r s d at a en t r y c 1 e rks.
The main services that the EDP department can provide are
rather limited to the basic operational level and accounting
function activities. In past two years due to the popularity of
Personal Computers and the development of a number of
user—friendly, end—user conyputing packages. Many departments oi.
the company has installed their own IBM micro—computers and
selected packages which are helpful to them. Besides the reguiar
reports, more and more data and technical supporos are requested
by the original information users and many previously unconceineu
parties.
Some current and past financial data were extracted from the
available management reports including statistical data on its-
sales and SDP expenditure for last six years (Table 6,1), income
statement 198? (Table 8,2), balance sheet (Table 6.3).
Table 6.1 Selected profit and loss statistical, data (BK$000)
ITEMS 1987 1986 1985 1984 1983 1982
NET SALES 53246.2 48405.6 42091.8 37582.0 35454.7 33135.2
EDP EXP 275. 3 249. 1 216. 6 193. 4 182. 4 170. 4
Table 6.2 Income statement 1987 {HK$00G)
Met sales






















Hethodol 03 y Expri ssenis
Table 8.3 Balance sheet, 19B7 (HK$000)
Cash
A c c ou n t s r e c e i v ab 1 e
Inventory
Prepaid expenses
Tota 1 currrent ass eis
Land and buiIding
Truck and machinery
Furnitu re and fitt1ng s
Less accurnu1ated deprecIation
N e t f i x e d a s s e t s
7 o t a 2 a 5 s e t s
Accounts payable and accruals
Short-term debt
Tax payable
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6.3 EXPERIMENT I: LONG-RANGE SYSTEM OBJECTIVES AMD BASIC
INFORMATION ELEMENTS MODEL SETTING
6,3.1 Selected process of activities for the experiment:
Layer I( step 1.1 and 1.2) as shown in Figure 3.4
6.3,2 Aim of experiment
To illustrate how to actually perform step 1.1 and 1.2 of the
designed methodology and the actual usage of the two planning
tools( I. la and I.lb) to aid the performance of the above two
steps. After the experiraent, any positive and negt1tive comment
will be given to this process of activities in next chapter.
6.3.3 Experiment documentation index:
STEP 1.1: Determine long-range ssternobjectives
Using models
1.1a: Long-range CBIS objectives setting model
1.1b: General CBIS basic information elements growth model
Table 6.6, 6.9)
(Tab!e 6.10, 6.11, 6.12, 6.13)
Experiment I
(Table 8.14, 6.15, Figure 8.3)
Long-range objectives: Tu, Sn, Sf (Table 6.16, 6.17, 8.18)
STEP II.2: Tailor CBIS basic information elements model
Using model:




Variable [T«= -current spot] defined: j years from 1985
Variable [vj t-current available DP technology] assessed:
see [v-x x] in Table 8. 4
Variable [v 3 -current CBIS technology status] assessed:
CONCLUDED CURRENT CBIS TECHNOLOGY STATUS:
Under stage 111 of Nolan's model=
stage 1 of the general CBIS basic inform at ion elements growth Bode,
after performing:~
[Ax-Analyse% of current DP technology applied to CBIS]
see [Ax] in Table 6.4
Table 6,4. 1 of current DP technology applied














L As Analyse current; CBIS expenditure vs sales growth rate
see Table 8.5
Table 6.5 current CBIS expenditure vs sales growth rate
DP Expenditure vs Sales Growth Rate
[A® -Obtain current CBIS serving effort distribution]
see Table 8.8











Variable [T -planned system serving period] selected:
5 years from 1990
Variable [vs x-available technology for next planned system
serving period] assessed:














response from main computer HW system SW supplier DEC
Variable [vi 2 -current organization performance status] assessed:
by performing:
[A-Obtain current organization chart
see Figure 6.2






































STAR LINK ORGANIZATION CHART 1987







































































































































[A-Diagnose organisation main problem areas
see Table 6.
Table 6.9 current organization main problem are;
STTMMAT?Y Ob rVROAMT7.ATTOKI MATM PT?ORT.FM APT? A
i) Demand estimation problem. the organisation found it is
weak in estimating closely the demand on both household
business furniture with the marketing manager's past
experience approach. The average deviation ratio is 25%.
As the lead time for furniture ordering from European firm
requires at least three months. The stock out situation
for some furniture items is serious, either the obsolete
situ ation f o r some furniture items. This makes th e
company's real sales growth rate only at 7% last year
while the market growth rate is at 15%. It is obvious that
the c ompany's market share is dec1ining. The chie f
managing director Mr. Robert Cooper also worries about the
damage of company's goodwill. Moreover, the inaccuracy of
prediction also influence the performance of other
internal functions, the most serious one is the inventory
reorder control.
ii)Liquidity Problem, in June last year, a hazardous shoitage
of liquid assets had led to the company's inability to pay
off some matured loans. If the bankers had rejected to
extend the credit terms, the company would have been to
hxperiaent i
declare insolvency. The shortage of liquid assets for a
short period of time had occurred several times in the
1ast five yea rs, e s pecia11y d i i ring June, on1y that
appeared in last year is the most serious one. The above
situation will severely damage the trustworthy of the
company. Indeed, the company's main bankers had cut down
the maximum limits of many financing facilities (e.g. OD
amount) available for the company or required the company
to increase its loan securities.
(c)Personnel turn—over problem. The turnover of the salesman
in last three years is high. They usually complained that
the salary is low and working hour is long. It was found
that it is harder and harder to recruit form 5 or form 1
graduates to fill the required vacancies.
Variable [v23 -current CBIS performance status] assessed:
by performing
[Obtain current. CBIS breakdown structure]
see Table 8.10
Table 6.10 current CBIS breakdown structure
00 CBIS
01 Sales Systems.
11 Sales order processinq.
12 Billing.
13 Accounts receivable processing.
14 Sales analysis.
02 Purchases Systems.
21 Purchase order processing.
22 Soods received processing.
23 Accounts payable processing.
03 Inventory Control.
31 Inventory in-out recording.
32 Inventory valuation.
33 Inventory counting and reconciliation.
04 Cash Control.
41 Cash receipt processing.
42 Cash disbursement processing.
43 Cash counting and reconciliation.
05 Payrol 1
51 Personnel records keeping.
06 General Ledger.
61 General entries keeping.
62 A ccount s posting.
Ex peri sent
63 Financial reporting,
64 Account f or ec asting and variance reportinq
[Ao-Analyse current; CBIS serving scope]
see Table 8.11 (note: current CBIS serving unit)
Experiment I
Table 6,11 current CBIS serving scope
. FaactloBa!

























































































































Ex peri rent I
[A-Calculate current, CBIS servirrt effort diattribution 1
see Table 6. 12
Table 6,12 current CBIS servino effort distribution
~5 1 i~J I 1 A I 1 I ~Y~ v~ 4 f jpt. T t.. r~ (T-a-% r v r'i 4 'P ,-s 1.4-!-» i—i -4— v-.- Ui -I—-»—«
T rt+7 A 1 ci cz-• 7 i r i y rJ o yv o a• 9 ft
St; r a t, Ri2 i n n r rv i n i n p: 0 11 n i t,
nnvftrapfp 'X— 0
Taet,i ea 1 servi ci n£?: 1 unit
rriVprfi.£?R%~ 1 2 6 4
C,t-h! v o+-•? r.r. 1 -rivi{ -~r 1 c rs y- i i 't Vi if f nm+ c-
~ fi 9fi- 9 9
Trftncaof. T nn r» r- r» n r s s i n r? s e rv i r; i n ff: 19 uri i i.
c overage%— 1926~ 73
Experi sent I
Variable [v23 -current CMS de:Cieieneies] diagnosed:
Table 6,13 current CBIS deficiencies
DIAGNOSIS CURRENT CBIS DEFICIENCIES:
i) Matching system effort to corporate goals and strategy
objectives is to increase its market share from 20% to
45% and increase profit margin from 10% to 15%. The
corporate's achievement strategy is to increase the
efficiency of the basic business operations so as 1,ct
provide faster services to customers and reduce the cos to
of running the business. That the ma in system effort had
been put on supporting the transaction processing
activities is really matched, to the corporate goals and
strategy.
MISMATCH pointlsli too much system effort had been done
on increas irig the t ransact ion process
(such as, ledgers keeping, sales order entry, inventory
record keeping). It had neglected to support more
efficient and effective planning on furniture
distribution and inventory level planning which aie
critical to better customer service and reduction of
ii) Review end-users mam cornp 1 aints to the system
services
Experiraent 1
The existing system is weak in satisfying flexible data
retrieval, information or report format requirements. In
past two years, due to the popularity of personal
computers and the development of a number of
user-friendly, end-user computing packages, many
departments has installed their own micro-computers and
selected packages which are helpful to them. Therefore,
besides the regular reports, more and more data and
technical supports are requested by the original
parties. What the end-users expected, from the system is
not only the hardcopy or screen information output but a
better interface of the system output to their own
micro-system, so that they can reform or further
manipulate the information data to satisfy their specific
needs.
Variable [v=j=--CBIS serving prospects for next planned 
system serving period] assessed: 
by performing '
[ A* o-Examine corporate goals and strategies for next 
five year from 1990] 
see Table 8.14
Table 6,14 corporate goals and strategies for next five year from 1990
...- examine the corporate goals and s t r a t e g i e s
-FOR THE NEXT FIVE YEARS FROM 1990:
Long-range objective! STARLIMK will st i l i conti hue to pursue to*
i ncr ease of its m a r v. e t snare to -j  /« a mu * t ■=• 
profit margin id its,, and i u  s o u  o up 
corpor ate image io the pudi : c ar>d cqai!! uii- 
' bankers trustworthy during the next live ye-urs. 
Corporate strategy* upgrade the corporate over all planning ibiniien
so as to provide raster *»» u Q “ e =s t -a r -•d t a ^  >_ >. a >.< > :•
to user d e fi! a n d s a fid o a i u t a i n opt < m a i - -1 v:l!l y 
P ower ,
General strategy: establish a corporate planning coeoittee to
co-ordi nate the different planning a c 1 1 vi 1 1e s in
the c o fi p a n y *
Functional strategy —  <1> increase the e t1 ec 1 1 van ea s or s c u d
Warehousing annlug‘
(2) increase the U ex ib i i i t v  and e M  oc 1 1 vones s.
of the f nun i t nr e d i s t r i du 11 on 
P , 6~2i
fc’ s pe r i i &r i t  I
Functional strategy
Accounting






CBIS corpor ate objec 11
M i2) emphasis system eft or to suppori aI11eve1
organiz a11on planninq activities,
[Ai i-assess changes of organisation chart for next
•-pt r] ill 0r i t I
five year from 1990]
see Figure 6.3











































' anticipated change in next planned system serving period
STAR LINK ORGANIZATION CHART (Anticipated)
[Ax 2-assess changes of organisation acti vity units for next
five year from 1990J
see Table 6.15
(note Future potentially added activity units are in nCti.
Experi lent I



































































































































































E; pr i merst I
Variable [O-Long range CMS objectives] established:
see Table 8.16
Table 6.16 long-range objective statement
ORIS LONG-RANGE OBJECTIVE STATEMENT:
STARLINK's CBIS will move from its ori ginal state to another
state which possesses the following three characteristics
during the next 5 years from 1990.
[rXJ ]Selected basic information element achievement stage:
Stage II of the general CBIS basic information
[Sr. jTargeted system serving network and effort distribution:
see Table 6.17 6.13
(n ote: Se1ected future serving unit target)
[S-f 1 Anticipated special internal system features:
(a) optimal privacy control for end-users information
product.
(b) compatible interface to end-users' micro-systems.
(c) user-friendly and flexible reporting.
Experiment I
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Sales order entry .Order tracking A inquiry








Tailored CBIS basic information elements mode]:
see Figure 6,4
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6.4 EXPERIMENT II: CBIS BLUEPRINT BUILDING PROCESS
6.4.1 Selectee process of activities for the experiment;
Layer III( step III.1, III.2, III.3), as shown in Figure 3.6.
6.4,2 Aim of experiment:
To illustrate how to actually perform the step III.1, III.2,
III. 3 as the suggested process to build up the target CBIS
blueprint. After the experiment, any positive or negective
commant w i. 11 be g 1 ven to tha above process,
6.4.3 Testing documentation index:
STEP 'III. 1: Design planned system breakdown structure and outline
of common bases frames
Planned CBIS breakdown structure design (Table 6.19)
Outline of cornmon bases f rarnes (Figure 6. 5)
STEP III.2: Define OTPO requirements for each base-system
Base-system serving unit OAC analysis (Table 6.20)
Serving units connectivity model (partial) (Figure 6.6)
Base—system 0IP0 definition (Table 6.21)
STEP III.3: Synthesize the base-system and fill common bases
frames
Experiment II
Synthesized base-systems and wider system decri.ption (Table 6.22)
Sample output from the implemented corporate planning support
system (Appendix III)
EvpETisent I]
Table 6,19 Planned CBIS breakdown structure design
System code y System name (serving activity unit(s))
00 CBIS
01 Sales Systems.
11 Sales order processing.(Sales order entry, order tracking a inquiry)
12 Billing.(Bi1 ling)
lo Accounts receivable pr o cessing. (Lepers keep i nq - A/R A Sales)
14 Sales analysis. (Sales analysis)
15 Credit analysis.(Credit control}
02 Purchases Systems.
21 Purchase order processing. (Purchase order issue)
22 Goods received processing, (Furniture inpection & receiving control) 
zo Accounts payab l e processing, (Lepers keeping - A/P A Purer; a res)
24 vendor analysis-, (-Vendor selection)
03 Inventory Control Systems.
31 Inventory in-out recording. ( Inventory in-out tracking)
32 Inventory valuation.(Ledgers keeping - Inventory)
33 Inventory reorder processing.(Inventory reorder control)
34 Economic stock level planning. (Economic stock level planning)
04 Finance Control Systems.
41 Cash receipt A disbursement processing,(Ledgers keeping ~ Cash 5 Cash 
receipts repor ting, Cash contro1)
42 Cash requirement planning, (Cash requirement planning)
43 Short-term financing planning. (S - T financial planning)
44 Short-term investment planning. (S-T investment planning) ,
05 Personnel Systems.
51 Personnel records keeping. (Personnel record keeping;
52 Payroll calculation.(Ledgers keeping - Payroll)
53 Moral analysis,(Organization moral analysis)
06 General Ledger Systems.
61 8/L accounts processing, (Ledge)" keeping - - G / L 1
62 Financial reportings. (Financial reportings)
63 Annual budgeting. (Annual zero -base and flexib l e bungeting ;
p6-31
Experiment II
64 Vari ance anal y-sis, (Var iance anal ysi 5)
65 Fixed a5set5« LT liabilities resgister. (Ledgers keepinq- FALTL)
07 Distribution systems,
71 Packing and loading processing.{Furniture packing loading
reporting)
73 Truck scheduling.{Distribution planning- Truck scheduling)
74 Crew assinnment,(Distribution planning- Crew assignment)
08 Marketing mi: Decision support systems.
81 Product mix decision support.(Furniture mix decision)
82 Price decision support.(Pricing decision)
83 Adverti 5ing-_deci srorr support. (Adverti sirrg tprofflotion dec! si on)„
84 Sales force decision support«(Sales force exhibition decision)
09 Corporate planning support systems,
91 Long- ierm financial planning.. (Long-term. financial planning
92 Long-term marketing planning. (Long-term marketing planning
10 Corporate analysis and forecasting systems.
101 Financial anaiysis.Financial a11aiysi3
102 Finanical forecasting.(Financial forecasting)
-103 Demand forecasting, (Demand forecasting)
104 Market condition ana 1ysis. (Market ana1ysis)
11 Privacy control systems.
111 User definition.
112 User id entific atio n,
113 System scope definition.
12 Special reporting systems.
121 Mirco-computer software interface.
122 Dynamic purpose inquiry.
Ex peri©ent II
Fiaurc? 6.5 Qutl i HP n f r nmmnn h accc I m.«
H ataKaen f m v-r» n r»
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Table 6.20 Base-system serving unit GAC analysis
BASE-SYSTEM 91 SERVING OMIT OAC ANALYSIS
System code: 91
System name: Long-term financial planning system
Wider system: Corporate planning support system
Rival system: Long-term marketing planning system
Servicing activity unit: Long-1errn financial p1anning
OBJECTIVES:
Mainly to identify and decide the corresponding long-term
finanica1 policies for achieving thee sta b1ished corporategoa1s.
MAIN- ACTI VITIES
Obtainassume the information about the corporate goals and
corresponding sales objectives, marketing policies on
advertising and promotion, store exhibition and sales force
expenditure.
Identify the alternative possible expansion projects required
to satisfy the company goals arid sales objectives. The main
project alternatives include: (1) Add warehouse spaces. (2; And
store exhibition spaces. (3) Add trucks and machinery.
Identify the alternative possible financial activities required
to finance those selected expansion projects. The main
Experiment II
alternatives include: (1) Different dividend policies. (2)
Borrowing new long-term debt. (3) Retirement of long-term debt.
(4) Issuing new common stock.
Obtainassume the information about the external environment
factors which are relevant and important to the selection
decision. The main external environment factors are (1)
Long-term interest rate. (2) Short-term interest rate. (3)
Standard tax rate.
Evaluate the effects of those alternative expansion projects
and alternative financing activities on the financial situation
based on an estimated financial relationships structure between
the organisation performance and the employed capacity and
resources of the company under the influences of the financial,
capital, governmental, economical and property environment.
Present the financial situation in terms of two financial
statements, i.e. Income statement and Balance sheet, and a set
of financial analysis ratios, i.e. Return-on-assets ratio,
Return-on-shareholder equity ratio and turnover ratio, for each
alternative and for each year on the planning horizon.
Expedient II




























corres ponding markein g
Minimurn in ven1ory 1eve1
Current year-end IS, BS
Projected next year IS
BS
Ex peri Bent II
BASE-SYSTEM 92 SERVING UNIT OAC ANALYSTS
System code: 9 2
SzstegLjnaTnL Long-term marketing planning system
Wider system: Corporate planning support system
Serv 1 cing ac11 v 1.by uait: Long-term marketing planning
OBJECTIVES:
To identify and decide the long-term marketing policies for
achievingthe establishedcorporateteals.
MAIN ACTIVITIES: Obtainassume the information about the corporate goals arid
de fined market segrnent for the planning period.
Obtainassume the information about the market environment
factors which are uncontrollable but seriously affect the sales
situation of the company. The main factors include: (1)
Population growth rate. (2) GDP growth rate. (3) Competitors
advertising and promotion expenses growth rate. (4) Cyclical
sales factor
Identify the alternative marketing strategies on achieving the
corporate objectives. The main alternatives include: (1)
Advertising and promotion expend!buie. (2 Exhibition s Loie and
sales force expenditure.
Expedient II
Evaluate the effects of those alternative marketing strategic:
on the sales contribution situation of the company based on ai
estimated relationships structure between the sales performance
and strategies employed under the influences of the rnarkel
environment,
Present the sales contribution situation in term of total sales
revenue, policy expenditure and net sales contribution for each
alternative and for each year on the planning horizon.



















































































































Table 6.21 Base-system OIPO definition
BASE-SYSTEM 91 OIPO DEFINITION
System code: 91
Serving unit: Long-term finanical planning
SYSTEM OBJECTIVES:
To provide financial manager with the capability to simulate the
effects of alternative financial policies under certain
assumptions about the the company's external environment on the
finanoia1 structure of the company. More specifica11y, to provide
What if? experiments to evaluate the impact of different
financial policies on the company's income statement, balance











Mark up over cost of furniture
Adinistrative expenses over sales












Truck machinery depreciation rate
Furniture fitting depreciation
rate
Accounts receivable rate over sales
Inventory rate over CGS
Prepaid expenses rate over selling
expenses
Prepaid expenses rate over
administrarive expenses
Furniture fitting rate over sales
Accounts payable rate over CGS
Accounts payable rate over selling
expenses
Accounts payable rate over
administrative expenses
external financial enviroment assiumptions variable

















Advertising and promotion expenses
Sales force and store exhibition
expenses
Min irnum cash level
Minimum inventory level





































Furn i ture and fi11 irigs
Net fixed assets
Total assets








Ex peri sent II







New bui1ding for warehousing
New truck arid machinery
Retirement of long-term debt
Dividend po1icy
MAIN OUTPUTS:



























Net increase in retained earnings
Experiment II







































C orriTri on stock
Retained earnings
Total liabilities









Action brief logic: (for each year)














































ACCDEP= ACCDEP(- 1) -t-DEP
FA= LANDB+TANDM+FANDF-ACCDEP
TA= FA+CA
















To identify and evaluate the effects of alternative marketing

















Mark up over cost of furniture
Sales in relation to GDP
Sales in relation to competitor'
adv prom exp.
Sales in relation to advertising exp




Fields: (each for 5 year columns)
Dataname Description
POPGW Estimated population growth of Hon;
Kong
GDPGW Estimated gross domestic product
growth rate
COMADVGW Estimated competitors' advertising
and promotion expenses growth rate
CYCLEFACT Sales flustration rate




Advertising and promotion expenses
Sales force and store exhibition
expenses





Current year end sales
Current year end competitors
advertising and promotion expenses
Current year end GDP
Experiment II
MAIN OUTPUTS:







Sales force and store exhibition
expenses-
Advertising and promotion expenses-
Sales contribution









Action brief logic: (for each year)
FUNSALES= SALESREV -1)P0PGW
NATSALES= MINSALESGDPRATEGDP (1) 6DP (-1) -CONRATECOMADVGWCOMADV (-1)
TRENDSALES= NATSALESCYCLEFACT
SALESREV= TRENDSALES+ADVADVRATE+SELLINGSELLRATE








Table 6.22 Synthesized base-systems and wider system description
Sv?;hftTm nnd ft- HQ
Sv s 1, em na m r: f! o 7-n n r-+=. -n 1 r-, v, t ft r« 1 1 T»T» -j Vf t« y r 4- r-kv.
MATM QniTOOT? TMDITPC.
P1 a Ti ri i n g s i m u 1 a t i o 77 b e g i n n i n g y e a r
Us ing input f orrn:. IFF091
F i e 1 d K:
D+.ftn p» m T)f=« r? r% i ttIl i rvr
YRSTART
USEECODE
Starting year of simulation
IT s ft r- pi ft ft ft fa fa Pi 11 h n r-1 rz p h nn ft r rl ft
P .1 a ti Ti i ri g a c t i o ri s 5 e 1 e c t i o n
Using input form: IFF092
Fields:




Long-term finanical planning support




Get YRSTART, UBERCDDE using INPUT FORM IFF091
Get OPTn using INPUT FORM IFF092
Retrieve MARKUP from DBF!01





Using input form: IFF91i








New buiIding for warehousing
New truck -and machinery




Using report format: RFF911














Cost of goods sold
Gross profit










Net increase in retained earnings
Using report format: RFF912
















T axo v erpay
Total current assets
L and and bu i 1 d i ng
Truck and machinary












Net fix ed assets
Total assets









Usisng report format: RFF903














Write OUTPUTS using REPORT FORMS RFF91I, RFF912, RFF913
End
DATA RFTRTFVAL
Retrieve FINANCIAL STRUCTORE PARAMETERS t ro® DBF102
Retrieve SALES AND MARKETING POLICIES ASSUMPTIONS iron DBF92
Retrieve INV MIN from DBF34
Retrieve CURRENT YEAR-END BS tros DBF62
DATii TRAWQFnRMAt ION
Perform 5 YEAR BALANCE SHEET SIMULATION
Perform 5 YEAR FINANCIAL RATIOS SIMULATION
DATABASE MAINTENANCE
Experiment II
Write PROJECTED 5 YEAR 13 to DBF91
Write PROJECTED 5 YEAR BS to DBF91
Write PROJECTED 5 YEAR FR to DBF9!
Experiment II
System code: 92
Sxstemamep Long-term marketing planning systei
MAIN SOURCE INPUTS-
Using input form: IFF921




Advertising and promotion expenses
Sales force and store exhibition
expenses
MAIN REPORTS:
Projected Sales contributions and sensitivity analysis
Using report format: RFF921











Sales force and store exhibition
expenses
Advertising and promotion expenses





Get INPUTS using INPUT FORMS IFF9X1
DATA RETRIEVAL
DATA TRANSFORMATION
Ex peri sent 11
DATABASE MAINTENANCE
Write OUTPUTS using REPORT FORMS RFF921
End
DATA RETRIEVAL
Retrieve A D VRATE, SELLRATE fro® DBF 103
Retrieve GDPRATE, COMRATE, CYCLEFACT fro® DBF103
Retrieve MARKET CONDITION ASSUMPTIONS fro® DBF103
DATA TRANSFORMATION
Pert or® 5 YEAR SALES CONTRIBUTIONS SIMULATION
Perform 5 YEAR SALES SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
DATABASE MAINTENAN1SE-
Write PROJECTED 5 YEAR SALES CONTRIBUTIONS to DBF92
Write PROJECTED 5 YEAR SALES SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS to DBF92
Experiment II
Table 6,23 Filled common bases frames description
Database Frames
DBF 10 CORPORATE ANALYSIS AND FORECASTING DATABASE:
DBF101 Financial analysis
FINRATIO (MARKUP, DEPRATE1, DEPRATE2.. DEPRATE3 I
DBF102 Financial forecasting
FINSTR (ADMIURATE, ARRATE, INVRATE, PRERATE1, PRERATE2,
APRATE1, APRATE2, APRATE3, FANDFRATE,...)
FINCQNYR1 (LTIRATE,-. STIRATE, STDTAX,.
FINCONYR2 (LTIRATE, STIRATE, STDTAX,...)
FIN CONYR3 (LTIRATE, STIRATE, STDTAX,...)
FINCONYR4 (LTIRATE, STIRATE, STDTAX,...)
FINCONYR5 (LTIRATE, STIRATE, STDTAX,...)
DBF103 Demand forecasting
SAT.F.STNFACT (ADVRATE. SELLRATE,..
SALESEXFACT (GDPRATS, COMRATE, OPSALERATE, PESALERATE...)
PRO.TMPCTCONYR1 (POPGW. GDPGW, COMADVGW, CYCLEFAC...)
PROJMKTCONYR2 (POPGW, GDPGW, COMADVGW, CYCLEFAC...)
PROJMKTCONYR3 (POPGW, GDPGW, COMADVGW, CYCLEFAC...)
PROJMKTCONYR4 (POPGW, GDPGW, COMADVGW, CYCLEFAC...)
PRO. T MK T CON YR 5 (POPGW, GDPGW, COMADVGW, CYCLEFAC...)
DBF104 Market condition analysis
CURMKTCON (COMADV, GDP,...)
Eaperigient II
DBF03 INVENTORY CONTROL DATABASE;






DBF04 FINANCE CONTROL DATABASE:






DBF06 GENERAL LEDGER DATABASE;
DBF62 Financial reportings
CURYRIS (SALESREV,..., TAX, NICF,...)
CORYRBS (CASH, AR, INV, PREPAID, TAXOVER, CA, LANDS, TANDM,
FANDF, ACCDEP, FA, TA, AP, STD, TP, CL, LTD, CS, REBAL, TL)
DBF09 CORPORATE PLANNING DATABASE:
DBF91 Long-term financial pi arm irm's
PR0.JISYR1 (SALES, CGS, GROSS, SELLEXP, ADMINEXP, DEP, OPINCOME.
INTEXP, PBT, TAX. NETINCOME. DTV Annmo
PR0JISYR2 (SALES, CGS, GROSS, SELLEXP, ADMINEXP, DEP, OPJNCOME
INTEXP. PBT, TAX. NETINCOME. DTV AnnREI
—
PR0JISYR3 (SALES, CGS, GROSS, SELLEXP, ADMINEXP, DEP, OPINCOME
INTEXP, PBT, TAX, NETINCOME, DIV ADDRE)
PR0JISYR4 (SALES, CGS, GROSS, SELLEXP, ADMINEXP, DEP, OPINCOME,
INTEXP, PBT, TAX, NETINCOME. DIV ADDRE)
PROJISYR5 (SALES, CGS, GROSS, SELLEXP, ADMINEXP, DEP, OPINCOME,
INTEXP, PBT, TAX, NETINCOME. DIV ADDRE)
PR0JBSYR1 (CASH, AR, INV, PREPAID, TAXOVER, CA, LANDB, TANDM
FANDF, ACCDEP, FA, TA, AP, STD, TP, CL, LTD, CS, REBAL. TL)
PROJBSYR2 (CASH, AR, INV, PREPAID, TAXOVER, CA, LANDB, TANDM,
FAMPF. AflflPFP. FA. TA. AP. PTD. TP. flT.. I.TD f!£_ PFRAT. TT.
PROJBSYR3 (CASH, AR, INV, PREPAID, TAXOVER, CA, LANDB, TANDM
FANDF, ACCDEP, FA. TA, AP, STD, TP, CL, LTD, CS, REBAL, TL)
PR0JBSYR4 (CASH, AR, INV, PREPAID, TAXOVER, CA, LANDB, TANDM
FANDF. ACCDEP. FA. TA, AP, STD, TP, CL, LTD, CS, REBAL, TL)
PROJBSYR5 (CASH, AR, INV, PREPAID, TAXOVER, CA, LANDB, TANDt
FANDF, ACCDEP, FA, TA, AP, STD, TP, CL, LTD, CS, REBAL, TL)
PROJRATEYRl (ROA, ROSE, TURNOVER)
PROJRATEYR2 (ROA, ROSE, TURNOVER)
PROJRATEYR3 (ROA, ROSE, TURNOVER)
PROJRATEYR4 (ROA, ROSE, TURNOVER)
PRO..JRATEYR5 (ROA, ROSE, TURNOVER)
DBF92 Long-term marketing planning
SALESC0NYR1 (SALESREV, STDGP, ADV, SELLING, CONTRIBU)
SALESCONYR2 (SALESREV, STDGP, ADV, SELLING, CONTRIBU)
SALESCONYR3 (SALESREV, STDGP, ADV, SELLING, CONTRIBU)
SALESCONYR4 (SALESREV, STDGP, ADV, SELLING, CONTRIBU)
SALESCONYR5 (SALESREV, STDGP, ADV, SELLING, CONTRIBU)
SALESENYR1 (OPSALEREV, PESALEREV, PROJSALE)
SALESENYR2 (OPSALEREV, PESALEREV, PROJSALE)
SALESENYR3 (OPSALEREV, PESALEREV, PROJSALE)
SALESENYR4 (OPSALEREV, PESALEREV, PROJSALE)
SALESENYR5 (OPSALEREV, PESALEREV, PROJSALE)
OBF11 PRIVACY C0HTROL DATABASE
DBF113 Privacy control definition
PRTVCTRL (OBJECT, AUSERCAT, AUSERLEVEL)
oiperi Uient 11
Tuble if 1 (dbf91, actfin, 02)
Tuble 2 (dbf91, gen, 01)
Tuble if3 (dbf92, mkt, 02)
Tuble tf4 (projsale, actfin 02)
Tuble 5 (adv, actfin 02)
Tuble 6 (selling, actfin 02)
commoninformationelementsFrames:
CO 11 HON INPUT FORMS
IFF091PLANNINGFTMl II. ATTOMRFGTMMTMGYEAR
TFTTOQ9 PT.AMMTMG AOTTOM PPT £Tf1T TOKI
TFF911 FTNANCTAL POT.TOTFS ASSUMPTIONS VARTARLTS
I.FF921 MARKETING POLICIES ASSUMPTIONS VARIABLES
C011MON REP0RT F0RIIATS
RFF911 PROJECTED INCOME STATEMENT
RFF912 PROJECTED BALANCE SHEET
RFF913 PROJECTED FINANCIAL RATIOS
RFF921 PROJECTEDSALES CONTRIBUTIONS AND SENSITIVITY ANALYSIS
Cone 1 us-ion Rero-aanHaHn-
CHAPTER VII
CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATION
7.1 ROBUSTNESS OF THE DESIGNED METHODOLOGY
Though the designed methodology is still in its experimental
stage and has not yet been widely used by information analyst to
testify its effectiveness, some of its outstanding features have?
already been discovered from performing the two experiments as
described in chapter 8. On the whole, the main advantages of the
designed methodology will be its abilities to cover all the
highlighted deficiencies of the existing approaches as discussed
in chapter 4, if it is fully implemented and adopted. From the
experience of two important segments of the designed methodology,
and from the discussion of the methodology with several MIS
proficient, the beneficiary of using the methodology as-
long-range CBIS planning and development control can be concluded
as follows:
It is believed that the methodology is capable to
improve the efficiency, effectiveness and optimization of the
overall information systems and information technology
planning effort, as the result, it helps to push up the
effectiveness of the corresponding system development effort,
as well as the effectiveness of all so developed information
systems for the organization
This concluded statement can be logically inferred with the
rorn the two experiments and the discussion of the
methodology with several MIS proficient which are briefly
des cribed as foilows:
7.1.1 More Powerful Set of Information Systems Can be Defined
It was found that the CBIS development effort is more
directly related to the implementation of the corporate, business
and functional strategies and all developed information systems
can be regarded as powerful competitive weapons. In experiment
II, the target CBIS breakdown structure was determined based on
the selected serving network specified in the long-range
objective statement from experiment I. After considering the main
problem areas and strategically emphasized points of the
organisation, the serving network was selected from a full
picture of the future activities units that are intended to be
performed, by the organization in next target system serving
period. The full picture of the future activities units is
determined after assessing the long-range objectives, the
corporate, general and functional strategies planned to be
achieved and implemented during the planned system serving period
by the corporate management. Through this CBIS breakdown building
process, two special effects were emerged.
From examining the corporate goals and all relevant strategies
from assessing the changes of organisation activities for the
next system serving period, it can help and push the management
to clarify their future strategies, to determine whether
certain new activities units should be performed. Therefore,
the future demand on CBIS serving scope can be clearly
predicted.
Besides the provision of effective information and computing
needs, each information subsystem within CBIS contains its
specific strategic role to support its value of existence. From
the experiment, it is easy to see that the development of the
corporate planning system is aimed at supporting the corporate
strategy of upgrading the corporate overall planning abilities
as one of the tools to achieve its long-range objectives
described in chapter 6 [A10]. The relationship between all
level of strategies and included information systems is not
just one to one. It may also be one to many and many to one.
When using the designed methodology, better and more fully
utilization of applied information technology can be achieved as
the actual usage of the intended newly applied technology are
already taken into account during the analysis of the
organisational information requirements. From experiment I and
Conclusion St RecoMendation
II, it is easy to trace how the analysis of organisational
information requirements are closely related to the applied
technology.
Based on assessing the future available technology and the
maturity of the organisation to apply more advance information
technology, the basic information elemen t 8 growth stage w as
selected with the guidance of the general OBIS basic information
elements growth model. The selected information elements growth
stage actually represents what kinds of information technology
are intended to be applied to the planned CBIS. For example, the
selection of stage II of the growth model means the available
database processing, computer networking and 4GL development
tools are intended to be introduced to the planned CBIS wherever
found useful. Based on the selected stage, the organization can
tailor its specific basic information elements model. This model
earlv confines the framework of two information elements
definition works. It first confines the outline ot the common
bases frames that must be filled when performing the base-systems
synthesis. Secondly, it confines what important information
elements should be stretched out from the base-system OIPO
definition performed on a standalone basis. For instance, in the
experiment, the company has selected stage II as its target CBIS
achievement stage, that means the information technology g.
database processing, computer networking ana aw, are intended to
Umciusicn l. Rcosgandation
be introduced to the future CBIS. Therefore, its outline of
common base frames should at least include four type of frames
which are to be filled later: database, common software tools,
input forms and report formats. The subframes within the database
frame are determined according to the CBIS breakdown structure.
When performing the base-systems synthesis, the stretching out of
any information elements concerning database maintenance, data
communication, data retrieval, privacy control actions and query
condition inputs as well as any information element that can be
obtained from or written to the common bases frames should be
concentrated.
7.1.3 More Concrete Road Maps for Future System Management
It can provide more solid long-range system objectives and
future system architecture to be achieved as concrete road map to
coordinate a number of system and system development management
functions. As agreed by several MIS proficient after discussing
the conceptual methodology, to express the long-range system
objectives in terms of its aimed serving network with effort
distribution, its intended technology achievement in terms of
information elements growth stage, and special internal system
features is actually more concrete and useful to determine and




To provide better management information to the organisation
1.3serf-;
lo provide efficient, effective and flexible services to
support a 11 1 evel of oreanisat ion activiti es.
To enhance the overall organisation performance by x% of
cost-saving or y% of profit increase.
The above statements are actually the mission of the CBIS or the
corporate strategy towards its CBIS functions within the planning
horizon. That is the value of the CBIS functions viewed by the
company as the existence of many other
like marketing, group methods research etc..
In fact, the basic philosophy of this designed methodology is
to treat the long-range CBIS planning and development control
similar to the long-range marketing planning. Through the
planning process, the future demand on system services and
available technology are estimated, the system past and present
performance are evaluated, and then the system services and
technology achievement level are set as its long-range
objectives. Based on the objectives, an optimal mix of
information elements is then determined to identify neces.-jary
system projects and facilitate the performance of a number of
2yf,0management functions as summa. j-.ucd below.
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It. provides concrete base for other information systems
planning functions such as hardware planning, software
planning, human resources planning and system projects
planning. Those planning can therefore be performed based not
only on the estimated growing volume of the demanded services
but also the growing quality and scope of the demand services.
It provides concrete base for measure of performance so as to
monitor and control a series of system projects not only on
time and other resources allocation basis but also on quality
assurance basis. It was also discovered that from manipulating
the CBIS information element blueprints to reflect the effects
of any unchangeable actual system actions on other subsequent
system project actions, it really enhances a feedforward
mechanism for controlling the whole CBIS development process
other than just the feedback control.
It provides concrete base and top-level view to co-ordinate,
communicate and integrate the actions between a number of
system project teams, therefore, facilitate a more subtle
division of duties over a number of other information systems
planning and the actual CBIS development process.
7.1.4 Facilitate Better Support for Integrating Corporate Planning
In addition to the above three main strengths, another
foreseeable benefit of utilising this methodology is its-
potential ability to facilitate the execution and integration of
the corporate strategic and activities planning. When assessing
the future changes of corporate objectives and all relevant
strategies, it can push the functional management to think about
their corresponding strategies towards the corporate objectives.
When performing the CBIS blueprints building process, it can
facilitate and push the responsible of each serving activity unit
to plan their unit activities on a standalone basis and then
integrating the different unit activities along with the
7.2 LIMITATION OF THE DESIGNED METHODOLOGY
The main limitation of the designed methodology is that it
may be unsuccessful within an organisation whose management is
generally lack of a sense of strategic management over their
long-range planning activities. II most oi the top level or
functi onal management ia the ora.anisaLion are unable to tnink of
the future strategically. it will be uneasy lor toe in for ma L1 on
sxscutiV8 to find out or push the syse 1 ft users to tnink ol vie
changes of corporate objectives and their corresponding
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strategies. However, the establishment of long-range CBIS
objectives rely heavily on the identified strategic factors of
the organisation to increase the power of the future CBIS.
Another limitation of the methodology is its weakness on
providing guidance on (1) setting CBIS mission and policies. (2)
how to actually transform the planning results from this
methodology into a set of corresponding hardware, software, human
resources and system project plans to be reviewed in layer III of
the methodology.
7.3 CONTRIBUTION OF THE RESEARCH
The contribution of the research is multi-faceted. It is
another practical and successful experience on utilising
Checkland's soft system problem solving methodology on performing
academic research. Check 1 and s methodology is really powerful in
identifying valuable research directions on improving the problem
area, though it is rather rime-consuming ana narasnip on
performing its suggested conceptual thinking and comparison
activities. Fortunately, with the careful guidance and
constructive advice f rorn Dr. Yau, these d iff!cu 11i es are
eventuallv overcome. It is believed, that this research has given
certain degree of learning arid even impi ovemerit on the basic
philosophy of CBIS planning and development control, though the
actual usage of the new methodo.l ogy is still in an immature and
experimental stage. A number of outstanding features has been
identified from the methodology as discussed in chapter IV and
section 7.1 of this chapter. There is also an important product
from the research. The suggested CBIS blueprints building process
was found from the actual experiment to be an effective process
for defining the necessary organizational information
requirements even under rapid, changing information technologies
envi r onrnent.
7.4 RECOMMENDED FURTHER RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
experimental stage and has not been widely used by information
analyst to testify its effectiveness. A good research direction
is to perform more actual case studies on utilizing this
methodology on long-range CBIS planning and development control.
Through the actual cases, more illustrations can be given on how
all those suggested activities are actually performed and the
conceptual methodology can be polished for practical use. Aftei
the methodology is fully testified further research can be done
on how to relax its limitations andor increase its efficiency by
considering the automation of this methodology wherever possible.
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APPENDIX I
SUMMARY OF NOLAN'S DP GROWTH BENCHMARK MODE I
In order to help for determining what stage of development
the corporate data processing is in, Nolan had deve loped some
workable benchmarks for making such an assessment. Three of therr
summarised in Table A.1 are most valuable for identifying which
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Table A.l Susiaary of Nolan's DP growth benchmark sodel
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APPENDIX II
WORKING PAPER ON EVOLUTION OF USEE DEMAND ON CRTS
AND ITS IMPLICATIONS
o'incs the Hirst emergence of the concept of a. Computerized.
Business Information System (CBIS), the users demand on its
functional abilities and equality has been undergoing! a series of
rapid and dramatic changes. The concept of a CBIS has evolved
from a simple mixture of independent computer application
programs and human-based activities into a complex, integrated
and highly technological computer-based system. Its demanded
supporting area in an organization has expanded from mainly
clerical works to nearly all levels of organisational
information-based works. Sophisticated CBIS users has begun to
expect not only the efficiency of the system but also its
effectiveness on enhancing the organisation performance and
solving business problems. Moreover, its ability to provide a
better organisation formal structure and co-ordination is also
concerned by thern in recent years. This evolution of users
demand on a CBIS has made the development of it become a more
and more challenging work towards even matured information
system engineers.
THE EVOLUTION OF USER DEMAND ON CBIS
From the early stage of computer use in information
provision tasks for a business organisation to now, it has been
Appendixes
found that it is harder and harder to manage the development of
CBIS and make it fully satisfy the system usersowners
requirements. The main issue of this phenomenon is the
continuous rapid expansion of the users-' expectations towards
the newly developed or modified CBIS. Their demand expands as
they know clearer the potential power of computer and desire to
have more fruitful return from the large initial Investments on
developing CBIS. Concluded from scrutinizing a number of papers
and books discussing the evolution of CBIS and the main issues
of developing it, the expansions of the user demand on CBIS can
be classified into two main aspects: one is the expected
supporting area and the other is the success criteria. The trend
of the expansions can be roughly summarised into three
generations: the first generation (from early 50's to about
late 80's), the second generation (from early 70's to early
80's), and the third generation (from early SO's to now on). The
details of the expansion are discussed as follows:
Demanded Supporting Area
The expansion of user demand on the supporting area provided
by a CBIS in an organization can be further classified into
three dimensions, see Table A.2: its width (supporting basic
business functions), height (supporting management hierarchy)
and length (supporting data transformation process).
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demanding CBIS supporting business functions has grown
from originally only financial accounting during' first
generation of the evolution to several functions closely related
to it, (e.g., sales and marketing, finance, purchasing and
inventory control) during the second generation. In the third
generation it is required to cover nearly all basic business
functions (e.g., supporting also the production, personnel and
office administration functions) in an organisation.
During the first two generations, mainly functional level
managers demanded services from the CBIS. And, the expected
supporting management hierarchy were expanded from originally
only operational transaction processing control during first
generation of the evolution to also tactical planning control
and programmed decisions (birnon lybU) during the second
generation. In the third generation, the corporate level
managers begin their interests on demanding services from the
CBIS (e.g., corporate policy making, message communication,
end-user computing). And, functional level managers expect also
the system to support even strategic planning control,
non—programined decisions(Simon i960), forecasting and other
managers' end— knowledge works.
1 HE it NGT Hs b up p o r t i n g d a t a t r a n s f o r m a t i o r p r o c e s s
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The demanded uB'IS supporting data transformation process was
expanded from originally only off-line data-entry, 4 y
data—processing, data storage, and simple reports printing
during the first generation to also direct data-entry, direct
data-retrieval, and on-line information provision during the
second generation. In the third generation, the expectation on
data transformation extends into even external data collection
(i.e. connect to external data service centre), further-
information handling (i.e. graphic display, different model
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Table Art The evolution of user demand on CBIS supporting area
Expanded Success Criteria
ihe evolution of users demand on the success criteria of a
CBIS in the three generations (as summarised in Table A.3) is
discussed as follows:
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THE FIRST GENERATIONS cost-reductive oriented
During this generation, user demand on CBIS success criteria
was rather cost-reductive oriented. They only gave attention to
whether the new systems can help to increase the efficiency and
capacity of the organization operations performance in a fast,
accurate, precise, timely, reliable and economical manner.
THE SECOND GENERATIONS profit-initiative oriented
During the second generation, user demand on the CBIS
success criteria had stepped into also rather profit-initiative
oriented. They began to give more concern on the following
attributes of the newly installed CBIS:
(a) Information Relevance.
The management users began to complain about that in spite
of the large expenditure on setting up a CBIS, the information
available to management appears improved only on volume and
speed but still not improved on quality. As stated by
Ackoff(Ackoff 1967), that most manager users were aware of their
suffering of not only from the lack of relevant information but
even worse from the over abundance of irrelevant information
provided from the CBIS which 'was claimed to he developed for
utilisation above the so-called basic operational level.
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(b) Flexibility.
Another success criterion towards CBIS is its abi lity of
fast response and required low modification costs to the
unexpected changing of the system service environment. It is
desired to be capable of easily adjusting to the change of
information needs due to the rapid changing of decision-making
environment, the growth of the company activities, the shift of
management style, company policies objectives, as well as the
change of government regulations. The most ideal system
flexibility is that the CBIS won't be rapidly become
deterioration even facing the management users' ever inflated
demand on CBIS achievements.
(c) Suitability of system-user interface.
From the second generation, sophisticated CBIS users began
aware of the system ineffectiveness due from the unclear,
ambiguous and incomplete conversation between the computer and
the system users. The different users may fond of the different
dialogue style and working conditions to be provided by the
system. The main issue of the system-user interface is that
though it is impracticable to tailor the computer system
interface to every individual user, at least, the system should
fiDDendixp
provide a suitable style of conversations and configuration
towards the categories of staff whose preferred modes of working
are likely to be similar.
oriented
However, in the recent generation, user demand are augmented
to even rather optimal-system organization-structure oriented.
They began to give concern also on the following attributes of
the newly insta 11 ed. CBIS:
(a) Extent of Integration.
There are obvious two extreme models for total CBIS
integration. In one end of the spectrum, the total CBIS is
composed of a set of independent subsystems or even worse
independent tasks. Same data may be entered more than once into
the system and stored in different system data files.
In the other end of the spectrum, the CBIS is, in contrary,
composed by unifying independent subsystems into a single,
integrated system. Data are entered into the system only once
and stored in a single integrated data bank, where data are
updated as events occur and information is available to users on
request.
Both extremes are harmful to the organization performance.
The main user expectation is to obtain an optimal level of
Appendixes
integration so as to offer a compromise between these two
extremes. That is to get the middle point where the system
harmony and uniformity can be maximized while on the other hand
the possible departmental conflicts can be minimised. In other
words, necessary and properly controlled formal private
information system units should be maintained if found
(b) Extent of Formal Information and Communication System.
The formal information and communication system is a
firmly-organised and well-defined system which transmits and
stores information via channels and media directly under
management control, through documents and other records prepared
in compliance with pre-specified rules and procedures. The CBIS
of an organisation actually performs the complete role of formal
info rmation s ystem.
On the contrary, the informal information and communication
system is a loosely-organized and poorly defined system which
transmits and stores information via informal interpersonal
contacts, and individual filing systems which management can
exercise very little direct.influence on its operation but can
control it only in a very indirect way.
Sophisticated user always hope that the scope of the CBIS in
an organisation can be increased and therefore reduces the size
Appendixes
of informal information and communication system in the
organization. Though increasing the boundary of CBIS may
associate the increase of CBIS development cost, it is worth
doing, as informal information system may easily produce rumours
and the existence of information is too person-oriented rather
than position-oriented which may easily lose once the person is
changed for that position.
However, sometimes the informal information system may
increase the efficiency and effectiveness of information
transmission and corporate communication. On some occasions,
many top-management decisions are based on information from
informal channels that makes certain informal information system
units are unavoidable.
Therefore, the main user expectation is to get the point
where the scope of the formal information and communication
system boundary can be maximized while those inevitable and
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Table A.3 The evolution of user demand on CBIS success criter
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THE IMPLICATIONS
The implications of the above described evolution of user
demand on CBIS are significant to its complete development
process. The main challenges are discussed as follows:
(a) Complicated technology. A number of new, advanced and
complicated computer hardware, software and processing
technology are necessary to be applied to CBIS (such as,
DSS, expert system, intelligent workstations, graphic
generator, data communications, network system, distributed
database processing system) to support the higher and higher
level of management and wider and wider of business-
functions. This makes the development of the complete CBIS
to be technically more complex and require more careful
congruences of those technologies applying to the CBIS for
achieving the common objectives.
(b) Qualitative measure of performance. It is harder and harder
to quantify the measure of performance of a successful CBIS
as the users concern more and more about the measurement of
effectiveness and optimal system organization structure
derived from the overall system. This implies that the CBIS
has become closer and closer to the soft(Checkland 1972)
end of the system spectrum where hard system
methodologies(Checkland 1972) may not be sufficient to
analyse and design them properly. Moreover, as the
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measurement; of success criteria concerns also the optimal
system structure derived from the overall system, this
implies that not only more well-defined system global
settings are required to monitor the subsystems developments
but also more efforts are necessary and significant for
proper evaluating the possible sacrifices on the global
system settings and other local settings in order to cope
with the inevitable local subsystems natures during the
d eve1opment process.
(c) Multiple necessary considerations.. As the CBIS scratches its
influences wider and wider to the overall organization, many
other aspects, in addition to the technological influences
of the CBIS, are also necessary to be considered. These
other aspects may include its influences to the politics,
individual and group behaviour, structure, managerial
styles, individual and group phychosocial attitudes, goals
and values of the organization. A systemic understanding of
the organisation as an organism is inevitable and paramount
for a successful CBIS development.
(d) Required variable subsystems development settings. The
dynamic, analytical, future in time horizon, quite old in
currency, low required accuracy, infrequent in use, largely
external, wide and undefined in scope, and highly aggregated
information requirements of higher and higher level of
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management activities as versus the static, descriptive,
historical in time horizon, highly current, high required
accuracy, very frequent in use, largely internal, narrow and
well-defined in scope, and detail information requirements
of lower level of management and operational activities are
great hints that different settings (techniques and tools)
are required for effective developments of those subsystems
supporting different levels of management functions. This
may imply that more efforts are required to co-ordinate
carefully the interfaces between the subsystems development
processes and to the desired g1obal deve1opment settings.
The co-ordination works are even more important when the
CBIS development process involving a number of project teams




SAMPLE OUTPUTS FROM THE CORPORATE PLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM
Given the starting year of planning, finanical policy and
marketing policy assumptions of Table A.4, A.5 and A. 8, and the
database retrieval assumptions of Table A.7, the corporate
planning support system defined in experiment II and implemented
on Lotus 1-2-3 Rel. 2.03 can be employed to produce a five-year
simulation plan for STARLINK. The simulation plan will produce a
projected sales contribution and sales sensitivity analysis
(Table A.8), a projected income statement (Table A.3), a
projected balance sheet (Table A.10), and a projected financial
ratios (Tab1e A.11).
Table A4 Input starting year of planning
STARLINK CSIS SYSTEM 109
CORPORATEPLANNING SUPPORT SYSTEM
INPUT FORM; IFF09I
Weicdm to this systea!!!
Please Enter:
User code;
Starting year of simulation:
finOl
1988
Table A.5 Input sarketino policy assumptions
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STARLINK CBIS SYSTEM f?2
LONG TERM MARKETING PLANNING
SOURCE INPUT FORMi IFF921
I Marketing policies assumptions iHK$000?000)
Policy descriptions 1933 1989 1990 1991 1992
( Advertising and promotion
I Store exhibition and sales force
1.10 1.20 1.30 1.40 1.50
1.50 1.60 1.70 1.SO 2.00
Table A.6 Input financial policy assumptions
STARLINK CBIS SYSTEM 191
LONG TERM FINANCIAL PLANNING
SOURCEINPUT FORM: IFF?!1
I Financial policies assumptions (HK$OOQ,OQO)
Policy descriptions 1983 1939 1990 199S 1992
New building
New truck and machinery
New lonq-tera debt
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Table A.3 Projected sales contribution and sales sensitivity analysis
STARLINK CBIS SYSTEM 92
LONG-TERM MARKETING PLANNING
REPORT FORMAT; RFF921










1988 1989 1990 1991 1992
51,312,43 57,630,98 61,811.2; 65,033.09 68,579.11





















Table A.9 Projected income statement
STARLINK CBIS SYSTEM 191
LONG-TERM FINANCIAL PLANNING
REPORT FORMATi RFF911
Projected income statement: (HKtOOO)
1938 1939 1990 1991 ill L
Sales



































































3.449.67 4.145.30 4,275.04 4,830,58
Table A.10 Projected balance sheet
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STARLINK CBIS SYSTEH 191
LONG-TERM FINANCIAL PLANNING
REPORT FORMAT: RFF912
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Table A.11 Projected financial ratios
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